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FoliticaJ. science, then, at least in one context,

1,'.:; c0:1ceri18d Tilth [',?haviour.

"Eeh3,-vj,OnI''' is an 81(Sl0.'~nt iL a' TGciprccal process

it ts .111 f 11)8:1 C.E; d.

3u-:;;-' .~ ~.1J:1 i e;:) Cf~.1111v1';

1.



inextricably related to what he is!

These El.:CE; the conditiO!:is LJ.ndeY which this tl1l':.sis

l'QC
l.l.C'. '-J procee:ted. T~- .! c

.L IJ J.j

of the role played by personality irt the effects of the mass

media on political beha7iouT end attitudes.

Tte impetus faT this thesis arose out of two

f-r)1; 2:'eEl lys i 3

O f' rpe::;c;C'l'C/1~ ~ __ l... \... (........._ .~

arisi!~s fJ~O}11 th~se studies' isolation from th~ real world.

_~__"'''~''''''''_'.'''__'__'-_.'''''''__''''' ''-- ''''-__ '''''~4''. ''''_~__

~i-
--- -~----_.--~-~-

rI'llf~ SO:J.l~(:e fOT~ :1p~-'ca f:Jl"" tIl!?; fil~st }~Ctper :':l;lS tl18 1952 2,:ncl 1960
'~>~r-;-.:;y ,;·-~:,:O:l'e:.:l ~C'nt,=;-,.' 3'11"72/31 for the second, th2 1963 Sl:rvcy.



many other factors acting upon an incUvidtJ.al simultaneously.

~'Je can ll1[iKe attempts to d~,,;fine 811011 factors but Vie CaEtlot

individual's propensity to suggestibilitY1 by his sense of

SI:; 11'·~8stpem pX.d by otheY' re 18. teci. f8 ot ers s.ct:i..ng ~ln conjunct 10n

I 8m not igno:cins th:> Soc:\.81 'l8.T':Lnol.8::;:



The ~ajor e~phasit is ttsoretical -- the deve].op~ent

tl'js
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of the personality dil;;ensiofls, explah1ing the derivation of

the personality types, and susgestin~ other traits implied

by those which have been operatio~alised. Chapter Nine is

both theoreti oal ann empir:i ('.91; j t be:!il1s \ilj th a hrief theory

of personality and goes on to profile the personality types,

both CO'l cept1.i.ally and on the bas is of the dirnens ions presented

'1'he fiY'al chapter, pntitled "In COl:.clusjoY1: A

Personal "Jote" is essentially a comment on the Y.9lu8 of the

thesis, both o~". the pers0:1'3.1 p.nd the aC!=ldenic ls".re]s. It

entR.ils hoth [-l summa.ry of the t!1ssis 8ncl niSC11 8sj,on of the

ctTPP..S ';.rhidl C811 bf::' ex:nlo:red Q'r; t1'1,? bf"qis 0f tn.e t1"eoretle81

c0~s'de~9tions which cnmprise t~e r?in ele~e~t of tnt? work.



I

The notion of p8"'80na11 ty i"t"J\rolves the concepts

of trait Bnd o~ chArActer which Are dppen~pnt not only on

inter:n8l eleme~1ts but also on exte:rD8l faetors in the

envlronment such as interactio~1 with other people and

specific C1TC11I1ste.nce. TheT8 are, no d01Jbt~ as Tn8.l1Y T~ani-

festations of personality as there are people, 8.n incH vidual-

is an individual because he is in some l'T8.y li11iqlJe f~~om any

other person. Yet he does h~ve some aspects in CO!'1JTIon and

persorlt:llity "t;n'es" (this ':'illJ b(~ clisc11ssed in (;1'8.-oter IX).

It is necessary fiTst s hO\!Te-.rel~, to defil1e t~'"1e concept of

personality in order to clarify this ext~emply co~plex notlnn

':10tion of :rersoJ18lity in 81'1 at'k-mrt to d.t~:r;over vlhich Hill

le."!C:. to the most f'r ll ii:f1l1 8nd c8tholic a"VlaJ.ysis of politic8.1
1

behs_vicUT c 'llhese inclu(~8 "any respo~se tendency that

6.



7.

clYl1amics to sllTf8ce behavior". The authors reject these

def:lni tions oecalJse they consider them too br09.d j.n s(~ope.

Tlle former 'would 8.110;·-; the classificstlol1 of 11 9 . 'I,1'81"1a1)1e

siT'Jj.18r to '['lArty identification" as a personality fae.tor.

The 18.tte r (lefini t ion they Viel'! as 1Jseful but If it be comes

misleadins when it is taken to mean that behqvior or the

0i8po8jtioru::~ tr,'=",t nro;ni')t behavior" CR." (w11y l,e 'l~".rJ.P'>':-'tf}nd in

terms of personali t3T fa ctors" • There are othe:r determj:n,8.nts

of' heYlavi.olJr, operable llnde'Y' sDp.cifi.e(l. conn jt;] 01'1,"1, anJ:l'Y't

fro>n pe1"son91ity f8ctors. Thp.se 81'e 8.ccess to 81'1d eO~Ylitive

or~J:lnjs::-lti()n nf i.,..,formRtion And d:i.fferenees til env:lTonmental

COYldi t:1. on8 j.:'1chJd tIl,:',; 80cial expe ctat i. 011.8 t3'Y}(l culture eo·,ycent.

~~e te~de~cy of these avthoT8 is to dim1nish the Tole of'
i

THC!TSOy}2.1ity in determiYJini! beh9vi01Jr and to eml'hR8ise the

80ci81 context.

)'t is the conte:;,tio'1 of this st1Jd~T, on the rO·ntr8.ry,

t'bR.t r)eTr~onHlity factoY's are A~,tivel;y present 1Jnrler all

cOl'l.d1ttons~ som(~t1.mes con8cious1~TI 1wt m0st.ly bah itu811y or

l)'Y1eo;ru:~ciouslyo rphtJs rersonali.ty fRctO:rS l1J0111d helT) eXl'la1l''l

1"J'hJT nne inclivjcluaJ.. is HfT:cti.d to fpGe 1'l8W' sitlwtions (thRt is,

in ter]118 of eOQ;niti,\Te inforr18.tj.on, 1'Jhy onp ne:rson e8sU.y

grasps new knowled~e or skills and another is afraid to try),

or I'Jhy one pe:rsol1 cOl1forrns to cll1tn r ql eYn81~tAtj()n8 P'''lrl
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One of the most importR.nt points abO'll'!'; the concept

of !)ersonali ty is th8t it ta1{es into consideration both the

simi 1A 1~ and the uniqlle charncte:risti cs of a spe c:if 10

individual or of a prescribed srou~ of people q Fra~~'3

definitim:. ePlphE'csises the latter cl118.lity:

By personality I understRnd the totality
of i nherj. ted And acqlJi red psychic Q1J811 t:i es
i,..rhieh a}~e Ch8T8cte:risti 0 of one incHvid1.1al
and lyhich Flake the i-:ld.ivid.ual uniQue. 2

Both ele~ent3 ATe present in another author's definitirnl:

Pel'~)onali ty is a stable set of che.racteristics
8~-~~\l 'l::eYlcleY'!.cies t}-Aat d.et~eY'r]111e tl:038 COl7l·~l1c}}l.~tli..•

ties and differences in the psychological.
>- •. ,. -r~ .-.-~ '.l-l'·~".'-').l-~ -"" .. ",' l' ~""s "v·r~ a'~""l'O"'C') C-f'1.'.- :.:'~1._~J .1,--... 1 l, v_;.l....-.·,- I t.,.~, j l_'JJ__ !.!.-~~ ~ ~_1.~~~ Lt\..· ~l-'~ J ....

people th:::.t have contin~litJT in time and. that
H1P."jT 0)""1 ~8.:l r~ot# l:(:; e~~eil~~r lillrleT's·toocl i11 t;er~njS

'':'li t,11r5 ~; \):} lr1 i_ f-1 !.11-"l bi (~10~ 1 C[-t 1 1:·}'2 ~--; :~~-1~I\8S of t:j--i'9
i '·'·)T:P r' i r> 1- oj S l' i-" at- 'l (,.. -. '.0 1 on~e J_., .... -· • .J'-l._Q-'vc·. .,,1.,-:- I •.,fJ. ,_-. __ .. *

It 8. (:h("·"~~'~8l.)J.C-; p:r'O(l.11ct of a charD.cter in ac t,i on l;jlde r the
1!.

I
!

contTOJ. of A cons8ioLJ8. self". Ch8T8.cter- is the cOl1stanti .



Personality is defined here as:

0," set of undel'lyil1f~ mental Chs.:cHeteristic3
l';11j_cl1 act il1 t}'le 111anrls:r of a rGs~ponsc; set·
tOfJjctivate an iuclivic'iu8.1 IS 1-:,eh2v:i.o1Jr,
incllJdil1S accepts.nee or rejectiml of varying
;-{)~:_~?_l ,Slj~ ~- :··~Gr,;·-' ~·~y~~~li~:lc··:s t
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to 8.n

CO~1cent~ can refer' to R sinsle objEct, situation, or persOll.

f • ";- -. -">.- .,
.... ~+.-.. ;._, .L

i f \'.JI~

r-.+il

.... ··tr-'~..t-; .....i i _.::. -: I ..L __. ~. _



11.

and mlco~!::::ciort8 disposi tiol1s r ev::mt:;l:;.gL~.y these mati ves ]:;.8.3"

?

role in attttude fOl'nation and attitude chanse and \-;'ith

necess5.tates consideration of sev8ral sen.erel theories of

,-.'~ .-, ....... r-r:,:,,"
__ \'L'; 1_,'--'

the func;t~.cr,al
i
I

approaC:'i t t>e l,::·ft:rTl~Lng. appro8.ch, -:-':he peTGeptlJal apf;r,j!'J eh,' '
R

in .t~ 1 •._
:,'!.:.'':;: C""'.I.

He C'\TG Iiiai:rl1y eoncel'ned '~ith lea:cn.ing theory in

this stiY1y; the otheT theOr:1.88 re18te to the S~)CC(;Ss -il th

l~ i :::: be :U. e f
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element. This particular' elei!jsnt iii a centTal bellef Hith

a [(neat amolmt of value ple.ced en it. ~lovi this nell inf()T~ila-

If he cecides that this element 1s

is, 1....~

plays in his bslief system), then he will be ~ore willing

to change his attitude.

the e l'3r:1ent in his belief system, or 1113 hierarchy i

fvnctj.on, tllere is Gd.equate condition for attitude challge~

less important beliefs which are not related to fundamental

The i~poJ:·tant point is

and his Rttitndes tow~rds them (if cnly en 1••ulS o\:n terns ~~



13.

pSY811o~logic8.11y as opposed to logically); the dissonance

c::-'c8.ted. by the lJ.eK information must be eased f~or{lehovr, and

that means attitude chanse tOT·18.rds at least one of the

factors involved,

(,-bi,Tiow~lYt !=li~titllnp f'.hRnsp is Pol! lnTFo1'/'?c1, Ip,·~()'th:y

process, which cannot be explained in terms of one theory

8olo''1p. ~hp e~rln'hPo8i8 he-re is 011 leRTYlt'Y1O" t1; p ory. The medi8

Rre an importe:nt factol' 1n the application of learni11g

theory since they C8.n be a primary S01Jrce of new' coe-nitilTe

information or new affective perceptions 1',hich may Tesult in

a tt j. tllne change. An importp-.nt factor to cons ider heTe is

the centrality of the helief to the entire system; we would

expect th8t the media l~otlld be less effectiYe in che.Y'.2;1ng

c811tr9.1 1)e1ief8 then peripl':eral ones. This erocc:.tati. on. is

the element serves as a need for an individuRl~ the less

the f'.hr.:l~c.r:-. th8t meniq 8"CT-'0m:."Y'P T.Till ('.h8Yl2:e his attibH:'le

tm·J8.-rcls 8. beJ ief eOl"m.eet.ed '('Tith th'3t need. He l'rill pe1'11-9.}:'8

distort or even isnore such informqtion if it spews to

conflict \';ith llYl('.onscious needs.

This is Te18ted to CantTil's notion that "an eztrene



attitvCle is more li1p~ly to i::PTolve the,eso than an attitud.e
9

I'Jhieh ]'''''l"'Ye''''8Ylts cO)'1prOmiS8 in some rle.::::Tee", and that

a tti tUdes 11 on the dJ3fensi Ve are more 8go-j.nvolved" • Need.s

import8nt beliefs related to needs, are likely to be less

flexible [1.noo less responstve to 8.. stiTuulus for chane:;e.

preferably lntero811y derived. An individl~l Nho lacks such

; .... ~~ 1 .; ~ p
~_- '_' _~ ~L ....... _

J', . ~..... -.. ........ ~ ...... ., .~ .l--r ....

....._"''.:~.-JI...,

.1_ ~ _.'_ ........
'.."" '.

tr .-. . r ~~ ~

.: '.' -_ • . - I +: .~ I



15.

If, for example, a

r .~","\. ; t
.J. .. •_..!.d

Tllcse early exp0~iences ~~ith the

P'~ f)];j1 t;:

,.7,.·..... ~'C-~
." .. --"- --

I .

a~ !~~ c 0 1\'::~~ .~~ '~1,-3 t c; t l~l,~~' ~ :L ('2..::. ~it~· 2 o~ }1 i G I:'·? ~"\S C;11?:.l1. 0y' c: J~l~. ~ "<:': c. -t~: 0 r i s t't es Sf

.~ ...-
'. " to

d~t~r~tnes !10~ he ~i].l Teact to OT l~~ affented by these
10

infll.1ences& .11. rerso~1 T'!ith a stroY!'s seY'lse 0:' self~esteem

wj 11 have asreater sense of ffip.ste"Y'JT over ~::x:-se::'nC1.1 GOl1di tions
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I 00

not intend by any DeaDS to make this p~oce8S appear to be

comnlex are the fc~ces which Bct ppon the individual at all

is subject is 119ver a limited, one-1Tay sit1)8.tion~ except

perhaps during the earliest staees of infancy. The action-

re8_ctio~'1 1)rOCeS8 is a recipTocal one ; it is the direction

of the dominant flb~ of influence which chan~es.

D1)_rin~ u::10TE18.1 It conditions, the mentE'.l Ch8.T'8cter-

i 8ti cs He ":J8n"\: io.,Js<l :csmain f8.1. -ely stable and one is Rble

of -r8 oDIe one kr: ovTS harilly
. - .

8t Poll. It is possible, ho'(··:'eve:'-', th'J.t. 8 1)(1oen enviTo~1J:lent'11,

0 111''' js 8cb,:':}l] y a shj, ft in saliency: 18 tent t:r~=d.ts become

t.r8 its t

_~_o..,..".......... .,.__.~ -.- ..... .__~ ..........,.,~~__.._.'___...........,.,._..Q.=,~ __............,.,.._.._ ........... ~.,.,.. ..,,- ...._.....=-.,.. ..._..,.,.....~.-~__.~ ~......__=<._.._......=_'""=~"_

w~t

I ai" n0t. of C011 ysn, t8.11-rjy:.r:.: about '1P 1.JTOtics or other Ildistl.1rheo. 1t

re0~le whose behaviour is erratic and 8lmost completely
l1;-:~Jr'?djJ~8t8,hle -- llnles8 (w'.e ac,cel,ts that l1::Jpreclj C' '-:9.bi lj. ty is
itself pre~i0able.

~;--:t-

A~81~, 8 ~All-trRjned psycholo~ist ~ay h8ve beon able to nre1ict
this type of 2.Pl::,are~ltly "8 on 01')1]8. 1 " response.



ObviOl.Jsly, we would be gettlng beyond the scone

of this study to d.lsclJSS the ori~ins of persoTIa1ity in

B.ny ~reater depth. The plJrpose of this brief d.iscussion

\,.rAS to inC! tcate an mqaTeneSS not only of the complex and

dynamic nature of personality, but also to indicate that

there are stable and consistent aspects of personality, as

well. Some of the points mentioned in this section,

mental factor effect, will be ~iscus8ed.in ~reRter detail

This 8e(d:·i("'~l 1;::>.s !)Y'ovided 8. defiYlIt:ion of peTsonality

8YTd its C01'1pO~~elltsf along with a brief reference to its

It still ~emRlns, however, to eXRmi~e and justify

personality) to political phenomena. The provides the content

~ote8 I: ~hn 0n~nent of pprsn~R]'ty
~",_-=.c-=~""'""~""~_""~_"'_~-'<~>_"-""=_~__ "''-''''''''''_'''''''''J_•••~~-.o.'T~,,,,--,,,,=,,,,,,,,,,,,,..=_. ..:<=,. ,=·~ro"""""~1_"'''''__<_
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Q For SUTOF'8.ri8S, see ~'J8e;ner anct. Sherl'!oorl, .9.2?!o.S::.\.t..,
pp. 4--18.

9. C8 l '1.t:rjl, "Int.ensity of 8n Attit11Cle" in <.Tol1Tnql of
~]:;J_?~Q.rJT},,:~.oei8\ ...E§..:ii'-hol(Y;y, 19!~·6, PI-' .-"·:r::'T2·-1:33.
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It seems incredible to me that the appllcati0n

of psycholof-tical concepts to the stlJdy of polttic81

is still a cO:'1tentiolJs one Frnd one ,tJhich lies at the heart

VeTS')S social characte:ristics.

!

the st11liy of political" phenomerl8 c8.nnot oe isolated from

consistently the most significant factor in the explanation

Of' pol i ti cal he havi our; it is contended, nc)\':rever, that such
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f8.ctor~ are always present, their salience increasing and

deCre'38 ing in accoTdsl1ce 1'11 th the ccmdi tions ~

Bxn18YlP.tions of nolittcRl d(~ciRjol1s

which I'elv Yholly "1')(W2 PYjc>JY8~S of the
soeip,l el~YironT'1eDt, 1·/1']1 1.e they may h8ve
hi~;h predi ct1ve v::'tllJe r negle ct a vi t.g 1
link: th~y never explain· why An indiv
i,l"pl i~O~Y'(W10~ t·o thr.> p·,·nT '!Y-O"'·'1 0 ",t: th~

T"""T 'na··;':;('·p·~··"~~~1'r>11 1'"\"""'"""11T r=>V-l'-A""'}~"'l
\:~._,; _, ...... \.1_,- ,::0 t ,_" _~_'_ . ....... '::"Z_-t.' ..:}.. J.,_' .:..~"-.J;_

PY)81ysis tends to p""'es1Jme t.hot tl'JO

indivtdlJ81s be1'JAvinc; in the S8I'1e '/my
j.11 R 0"}.V811 Sit118tio11 Rr8 re21)onc'!in~

i0 8,...t i cAlly. p,Jt 8 S .seen froI1 the ins ide
()lJt; r fro!::! the }'O} nt of view· of the
ind i 1i"idll8 18 r the forces to 1'Jh1 eh they

d h "t'<"l 1reSl.'o·n.L ':lRy .-<8 0 1.11 ~e Q1S81m1 .gr,·-

the SitUQtioYl8l context, the indiv-
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viewed subjeetively with values and emotions inextricably

intertwined~ Thus an essentially harmless situatioh may

be perceived as hostile and frightening by the paranoid.

'1'he schizoid m8_y interpret apparently similar conditiona

cl:1.fferently depending on whlchever "part U of him is dominant.

Similar action, therefore, does not necessarily indicate

similar motivation because perceptions differ. Lane provides

the example of a comparison betl'1een the motivation behind

authoritarian and egalitarian voting behaviour: their

similar behaitiour is a response to differentmotivatlonal

factors, Authoritarians may vote in order to conform to

group norms ("social group pressure ll
) or lito exercise a small

degree of political po-wer-"i egalitarians, on the other hand,
2

tend to respond to conscience, to vote out of a sense of duty.

Even in the same individual perceptions are constantly

being modified or changed: Itfrhe perceived i'lorld of

every individual is a structured one, but it is also an ever
3

changing one. it Nevertheless ~ there are certain fa·.)tors which

remain relatively constant and 'which relate to certain aspects

of political behaviour.

For example, Rosenberg found that inner dispositions

help~d to explain why people do not participate in the political

process~ One of the major factors is lack of self-esteem

or the existence of a sense of insecurity which results in
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a reluctance to participate even in political discv.ssions

for fear of revealing ignorance. vIri tes Rosenbe:rg: "An

individual with a highly vulnerable ego may impose a censor-

ship upon himself, whic.h is as r:lgid as any imposed in an
l}

authoritarian state."

Milbrath suggests that different types of needs

are fulfilled through different political beb..avionT e People

w'i th expressive needs tend to pursue drive-reducing behaviour

while those with instrumental needs "lead through a chain of
5

action to a final goal".

With reference to peTsona~ity factors and specifio

political behaviour, Olsen found that his concept of politioal

inc&.pab11ity was associated. 'Kith Demooratic V"oting while
6

political discontent was related to Republioan voting.

It can be seen that the answ'er to "why do people act

the l~ay they do poli t:tcall:Y'?II cannot be adequately answered
•

unless the notion of It'l'rho" or II what II the people are is

involved 1n the studJ7 of be hay:t our ; the ItWho" is derived

from the inner forces vrhich are first moulded by societal

forces and 'Vihich later reverse the role to shape those forces.

Consideration of personality is an a.ttempt to examlne and

include deeper factors in the shaping of moti"'ration.
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In the previous section, He emphasised the need

to include the notion of personality in behaVioural analysis.

Now vie attempt to pla.ce the use of that notion in the proper

perspective c We are arguing that personality because it ts

ahrays :present, always plays some role in motivatlng

behaViour, but that the salience of personality as a

Per-sonal1ty becomes most salient in attempts to

explatn "deviant" behaviour~ thus Lane writes that it 1s

easy to account for the relationship betl'-Jeen high media

exposure and political participation but how do we account

for high media exposure and non~participatlon: "A fruitful

analysis must rely upon a psychologically informed inter-
8

pretation of the meaning of exposure to different people,"

1'111811 deviation from normal, behaViour is permitted

by the society (that is, when deviation is not severely

sanctioned), there 1s more scope for individual interpretation

and, accordingly, for greater personality influence~

Similarly, F:~rsone.l:i.t;t is mO:l'.'e inflnential in decision-
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making when the situation is unstructured == when either

interna.l or exteTnal gUidelines are lacking or vagne.

Uner these conditions, there are no precedents to govern

the direction of the behaviour" PersonalitJ1' may be particu-

larly salient when an individual 1s subject to cross~

pressures such as may occur from conflicting group membeT-

ships; the decision re!Otched (if one 1s reached at all) is

more likely to be all internally~derived one under these

circumstances.

Peripheral aspects of a situation are more susceptible

to personality effects than are the central elements" This

is parttal1y beCI:·ulse pertpheral aspects are usually less

structured and less subject to social sanctions. Personality

is also more salient when the indiVidual is "emotionally

in'volved" in a situation but less so when the decision or
9

attitude has been made public. These conditions often

result in a psychological committment to the decision by

an individual of a rigid personaltty type.

Obviously, these are generalisations about person-

allty factor salience because personality itself is a

decisive factor in creating adherence to g~oup norms, or,

of course, in creating a desire to transgress "acceptable"

or conventional conduct~ Some types have a heavy dependency

on exten1al cues \'/hile others cons istently 1'8 ject them. It

is also true that particular personality char'acteristics



can determine the dominance or latency of other psychological

factors <) For example 9 "di8posi tions toward conformity II II •

reduce the impaet of the individual's other psychological
10

characteristics 011 his behaviour a II

Howeyer, it should be pointed out that even when

psychological factors ~ salient, they are not acting in

isolation from other factors.

vIe have tended to discuss persona,lity and social

factors as if they l'181'e conflicting elements II Rather,

it is important to note that the~,r are, in fact~ complement-

arYl not only do they jOl:rltly influence a third external

factor such as be he:vi our , but, at times i they influence

each other, Slllce social characteristics are It not states

of the organism but of its environment. II II

It follows that social Rnd psychological
characteristics are in no way mutually
exclusiTle Q They do not conpete as
candidates for explan8.t:ton of social
behavior, but rather 8.:':"6 complementary,
Social 0 characteristics t ctm cause
psychological 'characteristics'; they
are not substitutes for psychological
characteristics,11

It is obvious tbnt in the real world neither type

of f&ctor can operate isolated from the other ~~ just"as



no behaviour 1s performed which does not have relevance

for other behaviours. Sometimes personality traits are

the result of the interaction of many social factors and

sometlmes they arise from human relationshipse Similarly,

"personal" demogl'ELphlc characteristics playa significant

role here, as w"ell o Behaviou.r ~'Thich originated in or

1'68111ted from strong psychic needs may become habt tual as

"the individual groNs older o The introduction of a new

environmental factor such as unemployment seems to create

changes in the adult personality. Someone vlhose personality

characteristics arose from human relationships Nhich la(~ked

love lll..ay become radically more confident and develop a

consid.erably stronger sense of Harth should that element

be introd~cad into his life.

V;ilbrath provides some examples of the inter-

action of these two sets of factors in his study of the
12

various determinants of participation. He reports Dahl's

finding that "if the effects of feelings of confidence and

efficacy \V"ere controlled statist ically, the re latt onsh1 p

bt"3t~'reel1 SES and political participation was no longer

statistically significant". He also suggests that sociabil-

tty is positively related to participation even "t'lith SES

controls while feelings of anomie, alienation~ and c~aicism

are related to a lack of participation. However, it

appears that background factors playa greater part here:
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education 8.nc1 cynicism are i'nversely related I-Thi1e age and

cynicism and alienation are posttively related.

Our concern is not to deny the relevance of social

and personal variables in influenci.ng an individual's

actions, or reaotions $ On the contrary·, a constant theme

has been the- interplay "Vlhich occurs beti'leen these and

personality factors. Interaction between the~ occurs in

a constant and ever=changlng flow of persuasion and reaotion.

He have shown, however o that personality has a prominent

role in the deliberation on behaviour, whether that be

political or othervrise e Political behaviour is, after all, .

hardly sacTed ; it l'epres8nts o:nly on8 expression of living,

important to some, less sl2;nificant to others. Accordingly,

we must be as cognlzant of the formation of men's mental

attrihutes as of any other conduct. He can aI'Nays find an.

explanatlon for action in the more eDslly measureable social

and personal characteristics, yet this approach seems to

deny the intricacy of me.nls existence and so 1'18 follm-; 11a.ne's

comments (about voting behaviour) thatt

•• G behind the demographic relRtionships,
there lurk the unexplored probl(3mS of moti
vation, both for the portion of the vote
that is 'explained' In this fashlon and
even more for the portion Hhich 1s considered
deViant'll)

**i~**'***
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This short chapter attempts to clarify the

relationship which extists between an individual~s

personali ty and the environment In "l'Jhich he fun.ctions.

Although some of the points l'lhich H'ill be mentioned have

been considered in other chapters, the whole notion of

el1\TlrOnlllental-personali ty interaction .is a.n important part

of the theory and as such merits at least a brief indivld~

ual disc.usslon.

It has already been suggested in the section on

/10 1'1g1n8 of Personallty l1 that the stage to which personal-

tty has developed determines the role environment assumes

in the interaction process. Thus as an Infant~ an indtv1d-

lial is completely dependent on his environment which

consists primarily of his parents. He is simply not avmre

of his surroundings, although he rapidly becomes SOa One

author suggests that we become aHare of the external

world are no longer one a Thi.s results in the development
1

of the self, a notion also to be found in Freud's explan-

ation of th(-) development of the egos

A,Yl infe.nt at the breast does not as yet
distinguish his ego from the extenlal world
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as the source of the sensations flowing in
upon hilli e He gradually learns to do so 1n
response to various promptings •• , [~lhere
is for the first time set.over against the
ego an 'object', in the form of something
which exists 'outside' and N'hich is only
forced to appear by a special action. A
further inoentive to a disengagement of the
ego from the general nif3.SS of sensations _NO·

that iS r to the recognition of an 'outside',
an external world -- is provided by the
frequent, manifold and unsxoidable sensations
of pain and unpleasure a • 0 A tendency
arises to separate from the ego everything 2
tha. t can be come a source of Sue h unpleasure e ~. " •

There lsp then, a growing awareness by the

individual ths.t he has an independent existence wi thin

a larger milieu; in many respects he becomes dependent

on this ne\',ly~found milieu. for the satisfaction of h1s

needs and for the development of what constitutes his self,
i

that ls, for the fOTrfl.ation of his personalitYa The

environment as we define ltineludes people, places, and

eventsg all of 1'7hich aTe significant factors 1n shaping

1'ihat ls essentially the malleable figure of the young child.

Although there are few theoretical limitations on this

shaping process (both rich and poor can be trusting or

suspicious, secure or insecure, aggressive or agreeable),

the effect of the environmental conditions is of considerable

consequence II A child <l'lho is continually confronted With

obstacles 1s not likely to develop traits of security or

efficacy, or a good feeling tovlards the world, and althongh
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individuals of any stratum (social, economic, or politi-cal)

lnG.y develop negative or positive attitudes, a child 'tlfho

spends his years of socialisation in a low social and

economic stratum w'hich has little political pOvIeI' may be

more likely to develop negative attitu.cles and perceptions

than one ln a higher stratuill Cl Some traits are 8,lmost

completely independent of social status. These would

·include such feelings as being loved or needed, and such

traits as dependency, for example.

Indicative of this approach is Allport's concept

of persorrlity development. Under the right conditions,

the imUvidual r:tchieves maturity vlh1ch is the integration

of all his dispositions. But this only occurs

~ 0 G when the infant's early dependency
has been warmly met, But if succorance
and affection are not readily available,
the child may react with s1.gns of
insecurity, initially including aggression
and egotism t 0 ~ the indJ.vitiual remaining
relatively undifferentiated and deficient
in integrative characteristics of maturity
• • ~ Sueh an adult would show evidence of
defensiveness, with attendant lack of
awareness of himself.)

As the child. grows older~ the traits he has

developed become stabilised, and the totalitJ of his

traits denotes the nature of his personality. As this

occurs, the role of the environment as a cause of an

individual's personality decreases wh1le its role as the

/

I .



recipient'or object of his perceptions increases. At

the beginning of life, the environment exercises complete

influence in all cases, Thts 1s nottrue of its la.ter

role which depends on the type of personality which has

been formulated; in no case does it completely relinquish

t ts pow'er to effect or circumvent the individual's power

to act in accordance with his potential. Obviously,

there are physical limitations on any individual's ability

to aot and no on can be completely independent of reliance

on other people; therefore, the envlronment never completely

loses its capability to influence the individual c

It has, however, by th:'ts stage, taken on a new

characteristic: meaning. The infant's environment is

" objectiV'e" in the sense that he is not aware of it and

does not really perceive ita
/

As he grows older, his envir-

onment more and more assumes a Itsubjective" element which

is actually its "meaning" for the ind.ividuD.l~ This "meaning"

is subjective because it 1s a result of the individ.ual's

projection. The same objective characteristics acquire

different meanings for different people and for the same

person. Thus the enVironmental conditions do not have a

reality distinct from that imposed by external forces which

are themselves attllTIes part of the enVironment" (I am

external to m.y environment f but a part of some one· else t s) •
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Thus:

E1.rery cognttion includes the object, of
1'Jhich we are consclous, and, some action
Qof the self', an action which produces
the object in consctousness. 4

We cannot distinguish between that which "is"

(objectively) and that which we perceive (subjectively)

in any cognition or, at times, between cognitions.

Figure 1 represents the intercha,nge between

personality a.nd environment as the personaltty develops

into its "mature" stage:

Personality~Environmental
Ip. t.el:ji~C:::tJ2.u.--~--

oons ide:rable

positive:
feels in
control

little

i>:objective lt
envi~rtnrnental conditions <_
, V

personality development
tJ c\

II! posit~ve \E:~,> negative

I posi tive perception \legative perceptiorl
~Df environment of environment -==-

... t:.L'" ~,::" , I;r f[':;",
<.,} '\' _.:.

env-i l'o":nmental influei1ce on
",' t"" 1" '1 PI=-""""""",,\;.- )e !l8.V our <.~"""""--~""'~""...._'

negative:
feels
controlled



This notion. presented abo'tre can be clarified

if we apply a specific personality trait, self~l.l1lage,

to the general model; the example refers to development

of self... image among blae-ks 0 One of the prim..-:tTy enviroll-

mental factors in the socialisation of black children is

the colour caste-system and the failure of parental models

to pro\dde adequate examples of a posltive self-image e.

Thus black children deny thelr ublackness ll and attempt to
5

establish a Ufantasied lt
seJ.f~1magee

rfhis lack .of self-i'lOrth developed in ohtldhood

emerges in a~ulthood as reaotions of hostility toward

and distrust in the environment; for example, the individ-

ual becomes convinced that the system 1',ill not react
;-

_ . b

favourably to his actions and so he takes noaotion. The

indiV"idual with a highly de"veloped sense of self-worth

Nlll be more optimistic about the respons!veness of the I

system because he feels that he has more control over it:

A person with a secure sense of self-worth
does not talre rebuff as a "ray of life: he
finds a Ttlay out; he finds another door to
open. Having achieved. a sense of l'wrth, the
individual is able to put to 1'10rk latent
abilities • G • .7

,
This clearly indicates that the same situation

can be viewed differently by ind.ividuals 1'lith different

perceptions. Hho is to say which is the Ureal" situation?

\·1e can anSVfer that questlon only for ourselves. Reality
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only has meaning 'Vlhen it is acting upon and being acted

upon; in a sense~ then~ one aspect of reality exists only

in the mind of the observers and his U reality 91 exists only

for him (although it is, of oourse, possible to attempt

understanding of another's reality). This is revealed

not only in the perception of the environment but also in

reactions to it. Eriksen indicates two ways in which

different individuals may respond to similar threatening

stimul:l as Ilu:mifested in two ty~pes of ego=<:'tefense mechanisms:

denial and. repression mechanism result in avoidance of' the

stimulus, "to keep it from awareness". Essentially, this

,! is to deny external reality. Intellectual:tsF.:t.tion, on the

other hand~ recognises the reality but distorts it through
8

rationalisation or projection.

It is environmental fact,ors which determine the

/
I

type of ego~defel1se mechariism employed by an ind:J.vidual who

feels threatened, but once such mechanisms become a

personali ty trait, they in turn establish the l~espol1se of

the indiV'idual to the environment G Again, the tnfluence

of the environment 011 the :indiVidual is never held completely

in check but as the indiVidual grows older, such influence is

always confronted '~Tith a personality which distorts its

origins and effects the degree to which the influence can

be successful.



This does not mean that the boundaries of a

particular environment or segment of environment cannot

be defined and the physical characteristics described.

Obviously, the environment exists whether we realise it

does or not (whether ,('le actually see it or not, it is there)

and physical characteristics in themselves do not change 9.t

anyone point in time; no matter Hho sees them, they are

the same. Hhat it does mean 1s that perceptions of thes~

characteristics 1'f11l differ and 1t is from these .perceptions

that the enVironment gains its meaning and therefore, its

effect.

**~~****

i. See Diggory's comments regarding William James'
Positio11

6
in §_elf~~va~\:2,~tLC2.1J.l':""".Q.0ll2..~Eap.4. §~.lldies f

pp. 15-1 I>

4. Diggory, 2~ito, p~ 11.

6. .I!.?1£..'!.J p. 55 •

Ibl£of p. 47 ..
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THE CmmUNICATIONS j'IEDIA
,~~ ......_-~ ......-.....-....,.=--.-...-

A discussion of media involves consideratiml of

several different but Telated notions: what influence is

media§~~ to have? how is the potential for media

to influence behaviour limited by the eXls'~nce of

extraneous factors? V'lhat sort of condl tions 'ilOUld result

in the most effective media influence? are all -the roedla

equally effective (or ineffective)? and 'fj.nally, ,just hON'

do personality factors relate to media effect?

The major difficulty in discussing media effect

is that there have been fellT decisive conclusions reached

in the area~ this is true of the role which the media

should play in the societyo They are seen both as a

diVisive and as a cohesive force. It iS 9 perhaps, signlfi.·

cant that the cahrge that media are responsible for a

polarisation of (American) society is a more recent one

than is the claim th.a.t they are ?- l.mi ting foroe; the latter

claim r hm'iever, is still prominent. In one sense, both

lend themselves to a critical analysis of the function of

the mediae



During the 19408 and 19508, critioism of the

media content fooused on the tendency for the material

presented through n8i'TSpa.pers, radio, magazines, films,

ancl later television, to reflect the established, and thus

accepte~norms of Amerioan society and to reinforce, there-

fore, the status quo. '1'he norms and values involved, it

~'!as assumed, w"ere those articu.lated by IIblg business" and
1

the poll tically and socially pm1erful elites. (rhe main

purpose of progI'amming was to entertain, and only oooas10n-

ally to inform: within that narrow scope, the emphasis was

on the ideology of individualism. Writes Joseph Klapper:

• e & eonflicts stemmed essentially from
individual inadequa.cies and very rarely
from social forces, and. " • any deviation
from CUlturally unquestionable behaVior
led to catastrophe. 2

As Klapper goes on to explain, media. content

todr;iy is more It relevant" than it i',Tas during those years:

it deals with "social issues" to a greater extent~ both

in entertainment and documentary form~ The major question

which lies at the core of the iRsue s them, is "who

determines taste or ideology ~~ the media or the public?"

Do pGople believe what they do because of what they are

exposed to in the media, or is media content what it 1s

because it is responding to what people want to hear or

read? What is the direction of the flow of influence, or

is it somehow mysteriously reciprocal?
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E"edia content may be, in fact, primarily a

response to prevalent norms and attitudes. flControversial u

l.ssues such as raoe, abortion, and similar "social" topics,

did not comprise story plots until there was likely to be
3*

minimal negative response by the audience. Although

documentaries are more "progressive" in this respect;

quite often they too appear t6 be a response to aggregate

demands for more information 011 topics about which individ~

nala already hold. an opinion.

On the oth.er hand 9 one wonders 1'1hat generated

interest in the first place =~ on what basis were opinions

formed'? Changes in publlc opinion do oocurr attitudes do

change Ii 'ropics once. unacceptable be come subjects of every-

day conversation. There must be a source of. or impetus

for, Guch change, and a.n instrument by i'ihich such ehange

ls m8.cle widespread a The media reprenent one agent tl1Tough

which change is accomplished~ At the same time, few

challenges to the basic ideology of the aociety occur

through the national media; it may be, then, that the media

are simultaneously agents for achieving small social

oh8.ngs8 ~ aH,9; for main tail1ing the status quo and the neti onal

norms on a larger scale. Proble~s ocour when minority

~~~,.,._",_._. ...~-._....~~".~~_-_.,. ....._~~___ = 4.~-~~~....-..-

"~r

Obviously t this 1s some~rhat of a simplification; racial
topics, for example, were presented when they were ~ccept

able in the North, but still taboo in the South.



groups demand fundamental and, ~idesweeping reform,

I\1inori ty media e1ther stimulate, OT encourage dissatisfaction

and the resulting demands, while the larger media ta)\:e a

moTe moderate stance. Since the early or middle 19608,

demonstrations and other protest tactics have been prevalent

in documentaries, news programmes, and entertainment

programmes and discu,sslon of the "problems" to 1'1hich these

phenomena are a reaction is also prevalent. Usually, the

people Nho a:re lI against the system" lose 'in the conflicts

Hhich occur, or the:r 9.re lfconvertedtf to the II r lght lf side.

Neverthc.,:less, the charge is made by traditlonal

elements'in society (speoifically the Nixon Administration
L~

in this context) that the media are agents of polarisation,

that they undermine tradl tional Aracr.lcan virtues, emphaSis,

the need for change, and report on the I~dical at the

expense of the m0derat~o

On the other hr-:\.ud p one of the functions which the

media fulfill is that of mai:ntainlng the social system,

according to Porterl

To ensure thHt a value system. does not
become 80 vague that it ceases to perform
its social function of provid.ing cohesion,
it is :neceSS8.I'y to build into certain
social roles th~ task of r8st~ting and
generalislng values • ,; 9 In the modern
complex society these ideological roles
are found in the operation of the mass
m8di~p the educational system, and the
churches • 0 Q ,



o • e the unt fying of va lt18 themes 1s
achieved through the control of media of
communication • 0 •

'rhe pow'er of the lJloden:. Tll9.SS media also
stems from specialization •• t the mass
r.ledia make 'sense' of and glve structure
to a wide range of n9.'c1.onal and inter
national l1fe.5 I

Similarly, the fe~Uh~. S-'!2Qcla.:LCoIDE!-.1.ttee

2n_~~g2M~dl~ (in Canada) stated that the role of the

media should be in "preparing its audience for soela1
6

chang-elt. The media are probably considerably restrlcted

in this aim (if, indeed, it is actually their aim) 9 however,

because the Committee also found that II pe ople seem to \.vant

not to be confronted \'fith issues disturbing to their wa.y
7

of life". This notion of rejecting threate:ning information

B.nd also that of a barrier betN88tl menia content and the

recipients of that content will be examined later in this

paper.

These commehts refer to Canauian media, but not

necessarily to Canadian content.. Although concrete

attenpts are now being made to increase the amOH!'!t of

Canadian content in the media, the predominant matter is

still American; therefore, comparisons are feasiblc a The

notions expressed by the Canadians are echoed by Lanea

• • ~ there are certain kinds of structuring
of thinking and basic inarticulate premises
which the media promote, but which are
difficult to analyze comparatively because
they are e.lmost 11n1versal.. It is 1n this
way, for example, that the media set the
stage for pollt~_cal debate through their



emphasis on what is tmporta.nt and their
acceptance of certain social goals as R
the proper criteria for a policy discus8ion.~

The idea that media playa part in the establtshment

of a broad perspective to which specific issue perceptions,

and so 011, are then adapted, that their role is a general

one, is discussed by the Langs "Nho contend that the media

are more effective in establishing opinion with regard to

The basis of the rest of the thesis 1s that the

merlia do not mal~e purpos.ive attempts to influence public

opinion, although it is assumed to an equal extent the.t

they do not make purposive attempts !!-2t to influence public

opinion. The important points are these: the media can

be used to transmit particular points of View, regardless

of doctrine, if this would provide news; seoondly, the

pot-ential for influence is great but only if certain condi-

tions exist: for the media to ha.ve maXimum :influence, they

must be controlled by th~ dominant political group (as in

totalitarian oountries) and exposure to external forces of

opposition or change must be severely limited.

In the type of society with which we are dealing,

the media are subject to three sources of censorship: their

audience, their advertisers, and the government. Never-

the less ~ there is a ';<Jide scope of opinion aoross the



United states evident in all forms of the mass media

with a dive~csity which ranges all across the political

spectrum. T}::8 poss i bTe exe-eption to this may be the

biggest television networks which tend to have a liberal

bias, althouGh they too provide a fOTum for a divers:l.ty

of political expression. In other ~Jlords r the media are

neither intent on formenting immense amounts of attitude

change nor are they in actuality an al'm of an external
*

and dominant force.

In the main, then, the media are purYeyors of

informatiml rather than of social change. In some ways,

they are a hindrance to change because events have to be

plac~d in a narrow perspective and pTesented in a capsule

form; they seem, therefore, to have greater force and

impact than they do in aotuality and are t~us subject to

the charge of polarisation or disruption of society"

The media do generally support the dominant ldeol-

ogy of the nation a.nd are often a. means of transmission of

that ideology from the elites to the "masses". Equally

lmportant~ or perhaps more SOt is the provision by the

=~~--,---_.~~--~----

*
He arB speaking here of the "mass" media p that is. nationally
circulated or Imoh1f1 neN'spapers, national magazines, and
national teleVision networks~ Some media on the lower
levels f particularly localo gl:£ lTIfmipulated by a dominant
group and exercise a great deal of power.
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media of a. means of transmitting the opinions of d.is-

satisfied groups in the society to the elites who then

have the responsibility of listening to those opinions 4

Again, their concern (or lack of it) may be indicated to

the people by their actions and words as they appear on

the media G Obviously, the media are a potent force, less

in themselves than as a channel through v-rhlch other forces

can act effectively to prevent disruptive change o It is

these forces? rather than the media, l'rh1ch are responsible

when suoh change does occur to the detriment of ~ocletal

stability.

Beca.use they are a prominent source of infoTlJ1ation

about i8GUeC, the media are also an important impetus for

poli tical participEn';ioTI by the general populatioTI g particuf
10 !

larly in terms of the democratic process.

It appears that the media tend to encourage

behaviour well 1'Tithin the confines of ideological norms

rather than to stimulate efforts to act v-rl thout those bounds.

Even with this limitation there are contradictory findings

about the potential of media to influence behaviour a.nd

attitude change.

Much of the literature has indicated that media

content is not particularly effective in changing people's



opinions, but tends g instead, to reinforce opinions
11

H,lready held.

Belief systems are gen.erally established over a

long period of time, beginning during childhood and

continuing until early adulthood. Once established,

therefore, they are usually relatively stable and firmly

held. Unless the individual enters a different milieu

(in terms of social, CUltural, or economic factors), he

will probably modify his beliefs somewhat over time, but

he will be unlikely to radically change them: he is more

likely to change his interpretation of those events which

conflict with a particular belief than to change his attitud.e

tovmrd.s that belief. It should be noted that the degree

to which opinions conform to those held by one of the
j

most influential agents of opinion formation (that 1s, by; ,

the parents) depends on several factors including the type

of parental~·child relationship i'Thich the indiVidual experi
12

enced.

Lane and Sears present several reasons why individu~

als are unlikely to change their minds' H"hen confronted \1Tl th
13

conflicting information or opinlon o I\1nch of the emphasis

1s on the fUTIctlcnal attributes of the opinion: it serves

to justify economic actions, for example, or to rationalise

a II ro l e ";.strain" 0 Lane writes that 1n or-der for people to

pay attention to the medla g content "must fit into an
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8.pp:ropria~e frame of reference, and it must be functional,

that is, it must somehow' be rev-larding to the indl,tidual/ ~

It 113 possibJ.,e, therefore, that people l11:'3.Y choose to

disregard the media either entirely or partially if that

action results in avoidance 01' "tension-producing situa~

14
tions" • If the medla do appear to be emphasj.sing change

at the expense of stabllity, their effect may' be to "turn

off ll the majority of their audience rather than to encourage

discontent.

This tends to s 11pport findings that people are

selective with regard to their exposure to the media and

in some 'Nays "manipulate" their reaotion to the content they

do receive: not only'do people discriminate among the media

and the content, they also tend to reinterpret unsymp~thetic

matertal to conform wi th the ir already established perspec.L
/

The factors which act beti'16en media exposure and

the media effect are called lIintermediary variables".

Beca.use of the pTesence of such intermediary varia1Jles as

personality j 8octo·~economlc characteristics 9 group member-

shlp~ H.ncl pByehic needs. attitude change ma.y occur, but have

l~lttle correlation "lith media exposure. This 1ms found by

Trenel:':a.n and. f'lcQuail 1n tha:lr study of the 1959 British

General Election; they explained th1.s lack of correla.tion



in terms of "barriers" to effect ~- that is, intermedia.ry

factors:

It is, perhapsr not easy to see that
~'1hat is established here is not merely
an absence of cause and effect but a
definite and consistent barrier between
s o'tircesof=-cOmInwicafTonlind~>movementS
~at t fFuci~iEe~oolTI 5. calffi1.d~"at
the~l"1fi.eCTIQii.r5~.-~

One important intermediary factor is that of

individuals, so-called "opinion leaders" who act as trans-

mission channels through which media content flows to their

follow'ers ~ Called the "h'fo-step flow" hypothes is by Katz
17

and Lazarsfeld, this process involves three concepts:

p(~rsonal influence by the leader on the follower; the flow

of· personal influence betvleen the two; and the media effect.

The opinion leaders, it TtJaS found, N8re more exposed to the

media, especially on the cosffiopoli tan level, as shmm in

the following table:

%who read out-of~town newspapers and news
in national magaZines

~.-~~~ .. --. . .~--_._--------=_._--~-

educe.tion leaders non~leaclers

low
high

50
55

20
41

S9ur2~.r Katz and Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence, p. 312.



Since the opinion leaders inevitably reinterpret the

content to which they are exposed~ that content will

be distorted when it reaches the followers, who, in

turn, will arrive at an opinion based pa.rtially on their

view of the leader. The content at this point has been

filtered through so many intervening variables that any

independent effect it might have had has been cons1der-

a.bly reduced.

A.W. Van Den Bants attempt at a mOTe sophisti-

cated analysis of this particular theory results 1n

very similar conclusions to those" advanced by Katz and

Lazarsfeld: it takes time to initiate or change ideas;

the media may arouse initial interest in a new idea, but

in the final stages personal contact appears to be the /

dominant force; the first person to use a new method, or

to adapt to a new idea, employs all methods to gain
18

information including both personal contact and the media,

It 1'i0111d appear, then 9 that the opportunity of

the media to influenoe attitudes and behaViour is limited

beoause: 1) people seem to prefer interpersonal communi-

c.a.tion to the mass media; and 2) since people prefer to

maximise enjoyment and to minimise tension, they will

restrict their media exposure accordingly, However, the

next section will indicate that the media can effect

attitudes and. "behaviour under suitable condi-tions.



When do the Media have Effect?..+~~~~~_ .=--:r><.....,__. _. _

The factors which encourage media influence can

be categorised into two broad areas: those external to

and those internal to the individual. I shall deal with

the first group in this section; the second type 1-1i11 be

ex~mined 1ndependently~

The media's primary function appears to be with~

in the realm· of activating latent dispositions or 1'e1n-

forcing mani.fest beliefs and attitudes, e.nd, probably

their most important function, of providing information.

We have seen that their potential for changing attitudes

is limited by the presence of other factors which 11e

deeply in the social and psychological structure.

The media appear to be particularly effective

l{hen the indJ.vidual has no preconceived ideas about a

particular issue, l'1hen his opinion does not belong to

a structure of attitudes or beliefs, or when he is not

guided by cues prOVided by group norms or by socia-

economic factors, that is, they appear to be most effective
19

at the ~warene8B stage of opinion formation.

The media will be more likely to be effective if,

for 80me reason, the mediating factors are inoperative or

are theillselves acting t01'Tards attitude change (since in

the latter case they s~rve as reinforcing agents and in



the former to fill a need for direction). Related

to thisls the situation in which group norms which had

been salient become dysfunctional: instead of aiding

the individual by providing cues for his behaviour and

the establishment of his "role H
, the;,!, Decome either

valueless or even an impedimen~ to success. This process

appears to take place in soldiers, for example, when they

are either cut off from their units or when they perceive

they are losing the war. In both cases, they are more

snsceptibIe to enemy propaganda than they 1'[61'e 'Nhen

adherence to their group no'rillS was functional for their

su.rvival ~- now theix surYiVB.1 depends on breaking with

the old norms and values and substituting others.

It has also been found that the source of 'the

media content 1s lmportant: if the source is liked or

respected, the media tend to be more persuasive~ although

this appears to be a temporary phenomenon and to be

primarily in the cognitive rather than affective realm o

A study carried out by Hovland and Heiss in 19.51 involved

college students reading four articles dealing with four
20

different issues o Prior to the reading, the source of

each article was established as having high credibility

for one half of the group and Im'v cl'edlbility for the

other half; the results indicated that the former w'ere

more often considered "fairtt and their conclusions
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fljustified tl than the latter set. There Nas a.n equal

amount of learning (increase in knowledge) accomplished

by both groups, but there l"a8 initial resistance to the

acceptance of material presented by the lt un trustlAforthy"

source. After one month, however, the affective difference

disappeared; the group li1Those source i'JB..S_ "untrushiTorthy"

indicated an increase in acceptance_of the material,

while the group whose source was considered trustworthy

indicated a decrease.

This variance of effect in the affective and the
21

cognitive areas was also indicated by a study which

-employed the film '''flhe Battle of Britain rt to a) present

facts about the Battle of Britain to American servicemen

b) "to Inclnce mor0 favorable opinions and attitudes

relati ve to American participation in the "Jar" and c) to

increase American willingness to serve in the armed forces.

The film appeared to be successful in relating factual

information (a) t but cHd not sncce-ad in changing attitudes

held by the servicemen (b and 0).

Another important element concerns the notion of
22

presenting one or both sides of the argument. One study

found that it is best to present both sides to an audience

who are initially opposed to the desired attitude, as well

.as to better-educated people, It was also found, though,

that the omlssion of relevant an£um.-:mts ·Nas more noticeable



when both sides were presented, thus detracting from the

effectiveness of the presentation.

Fln8.11y, as Klapper potnt:s out ~ the indlvidual

may be more receptive to the mecliumfs message if he

perceives it as being reNarding in some fashion:

• • G persons are more likely to be
persuaded as they envisage or experience
a tangible or psychic reward from being
persuaded • • e any reduction 1n tension,
any increase in status, any partial
prOVision for any need might be suffici
ently attractive to elicit more Wide
spread consent for the persuasion.

The more commonly offered psychic
rewards include a) agreement with soclal
norms or majority opinion, b) various
types of in-group membership or "belonp.;":'
ingness", and c) release from tension. 23

Thus the form of the presentation is particularly
I

salient among the factors influencing media's capacity to

persuade, as well as consideration of the audience at

which the communication is directed. The section follow~

lflg will consider another factor: the type of medium 1'Thieh

i8 employede

We have spoken of the "media" as though they were

a .single entity. In one sense they are, since the media

together represent one area of communication (mass audio-

visual as compared with interpersonal communicative means),
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but, in fact, the media. are comprised of vari ous u11ique

elements. In terms of t,his study, these are nevlSpapers,

radio, magazines, and talevision. Each medium possesses

distinct advantages and dlsadvantages in its capacity to

influence; different people res-ct in different vmys to

different medla.
".' 24

Klapper found that maximum retention of simple

material l'laS achieved when both print and aural methods

were used but that aural methods employed alone vlere more

effective than print used alone, especially among the less

intelligent. With complex or lengthy material, the effect

differed: print lIas more effeotive with the higher educated,

while radio 1'1aS more influential with the lO~!8r-educated.

With print the reader is able to control the /

Il pace " of the exposure 80 that he can easily re~read

anything he did not understand Q Exposure may be repeated,

achieYing a If cumulative" (;ffect and serving as a source of

reference. Print enables a fuller and moreoomplex treat-

ment of the subject matter, particularly in the case of

magazines ~ It is also the most easily available medium

for the expression of minority views. Finally, there is

the potential for greater prestige in the use of print in

the sense that a regular reader becomes lI a ttached U to "his"

paper; another source of prestige is the association made

beb<Jcen print and cuI ture. Newspapers are used universa.lly



while m~gazines have a greater appeal to better-

educated peoplee

The radio audience, on the other handy are

~enerally less "cultured" and more suggestible than is

the reader. The radio does have the advantage of a

. greater sense of immediacy and is more dramatic with a

resemble_nee to face-to-face contact •. Today, though, radio

has little influence and is used mainly as an entertain~

ment medium.

Host of the literature indicates that face-tO<mface
25

contact is more effective than any of the media~ One

would expect, then J that the medium with the greatest

resemblance to personal contact would be the most effective

medium. Although it is true that most people appear to /

find television the most useful medium, it generally has,

110 greater effect than the other media, and, in fact, both

newspapers,and magazines appear to be more effective at

times than television in producing attitude change. It

may be 9 however v that teleVision's success in this area may

be slie;htly inoreasing among some grcups and under certain

cil~cumstances. rrable 2 shows that television was the most

effective medium in changing Republican to Democratic votes

from 1952 to t960. Of course, the 1960 Democratic candidate

Vias particularly suited to exposure on television.
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_--..~-.-.._...-........_~.,r"=~.=-=--· ...-_...,,..~-==--_· ~.~_~~-..-"""'=.=._.--...~~_ ..........-.c 'C: .. >-..."....._.~ _

Source of most infoTillation

Vote None Papers Radio Television Nagaztnes
~--==- ---~,"=~...--..,..,...~......-~~~ -----.....----
1.2:22

Democratic 61% 43 39 1.}7 29
Republican 39 57 61 53 7i

(number) (31) (295) (306) ( 1*'32 ) (65)

19M
Democratic 4'3 40 55 26
Republican 57 60 L~5 74

(number) (212) (1+2 ) (537) (46)

*This is determined by the response to the following questions
Of all these ways of follO\'fi.ng the campaign, which would you
say you got the most information from =~ newspapers J l~adioJ

television, or magazines7

26
In a unique study by Simon and Stern concerning

the effect of television on the 1952 Presidential election,

comparison was made betNeen the voting behaviour of those

people Hho lived in counties in IOvia which were within the

range of tele-vision reception and of those who lived in

counties which had had si~ilar voting behaviour in the past,

but were outside television range c It \'Tas expected that

television would increase voting tUTI10Ut and the perception



of "partyl' issues: in fact, 1t did neither. The authors

explain thL~ by contending 'chat: television would have

produced the expected results only if interest in the

election had been 10'\'1, whereas tnterest Nas aC·;;iJ.ally h~.gh.

Again~ a mediating factor ~- interest -- was more influential

than the medium.
27

A study covering the el~tion8 from 1952 to 1960

indicated that television had not resulted in the significant

increase in voting turnout that followed the advent of radio..

Individual effect was slight because 1) when television

appeared in the 1940s most pe aple i'rere already exposed to

some form of media; 2) :rather than being a new dimension,

teleVision has taken over the role of radloJ and 3) people

'Nho Hatch teleVision also read papers and listen to radio.

A later study conducted by Roper and Associates
28,

intended to discover television effect from 19.59 to 1961.j.

reveale'd that e. majority of the people intervievred thought

of television as their primary source of news, as the most

believable source of news, and as the medium they would

most like to lceep. This was especially true of young people

~Ifho had experienced television all of their 1ives., '1'h18

relationship is 8ho1'm in Table 3.

In addition, a slight ll1B..jority felt that television

gave them a clearer mlderstanding of election issues than

the other media as shown in Table 4.
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(fatal sample
% 21-25 26-34 35~49 50+

think television
Ylqs t _~leY;:!..~1-e __

t>rould most vl8.nt
.to, k§..~~kvi~Jo£

1964
1963

11-1
36

49
44

52
50

60
57

42
40

42
36

36
32

44
40

Source:
.~"-'-

Hoper and p·.ssociates, f1'rhe Public's VleN of Televislon
and Other Nedta: 1959~196411 in Political .Ql)5.nl!~n and
Electoral Behavior: Essays and studies f P. 311.
EfEudy~conductedby~t he Te Ievi 8-{on=I11f' ormat i oil 0ff ~ ce ,
November 1964. '

*
Ta12.l~. 4: ~~~.tive~lle8§_91 the ~Ai~

Nadia ~6 November '63 76 November '64

television
ne ~<lSpape rs
magazines
radio

49
24

8
L~

51
26
10

6

§ourc~: ±bid~1 p. 314@
*

The question aslmd '\Ims: which would you say gives you the
clearest understanding of the candidates and issues in
national elections =- radio, television, nev.rspapers, or
magazines.
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,FinallYt it may be that televj.sion is actually

responding: to perceived expectations. Kurt and Gladys

Lang found evidence of this in their study of NacArthur

Day in Chicago a The study was a comparison of the ev!=:nts

and attltudes and behaV'iour exhibited by the crowd as

observed first-hand by their researchers as they (the

events and so on) appeared on television. They found a

considerable difference j.n the perspective of the two=

'the telecast i'ras made to conform to ~rhat was interpreted

as the pattern of viei'mrs' expectations" distorting the

actual event in order to "match lt i'lhat 118.S perceived to be
29

the public "sentiment".

rrelevis ion has the obvious advantage of repetition
I

and even of deceptive camera work but eVidence has shoID1

that at present it is not as powerfUl an influence as it

has become in mytho

The form of the content and the type of the medium

can be mRnipulated by the source of the communication.

AnothsT type of factor depends on the recipient of the

message and i although knowledge of it can be extremely

beneficial in terms of mazimising influence, it is less open

to manipulation. This 1s the personality factors to be

discussed in the next section.
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In this section we shall discuss specific

psychological factors which either hinder 01;' increase

the media's capacity for influence. The theme of the

thesis is that these psychic elements (and similar ones)

provide the core of individual receptlvlty to media

influence, it is this type of factor or disposition whioh

determines whether the individual accepts the communication.

consciously rejects it, lIDconsciously ignores it completely,

or modifies it so that he can comfortably align it with the

e:<;isting elements of his belief-value system.

Possibly the most llllportant factor in this regard
30

is that of "persu9.sibilitY"a Briefly, "persuasibility is

defined as the degree to Nhich an individual is susceptible

to influence (in the intended direction) regardless of the

type of medium and regarclless of the topic of the communic~

ation -- the tendency tONards suggestibility possessed by

the individual. It is suggested that persuasibility is

itself in~ve:rsely related to (aT dependent on) another

personali ty f8.ctor~ self-esteem. Thus an individual 1'11 th

high self~8steem would have a low tendency to persuasibility

and therefore be less susceptible to indiscriminate influence.

Persuasibility is probably also related to a factor

which cOI'.1bines both internal and external elements: the
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salience of group memberships Group membership tends

to serve a role-defining function and as a means of

over-coming feelings of inadeqllBcYI the norms of the group

provide cues for the direction of the individual's behaviour.

The more salient membership in a particula.T group is to a.

person~ the less likely he is to adhere t0 1 or to consider

favourable p norms which conflict with those of the group,

8.nd the less likely he 1s to be InfllJene.ed by external
31

stimuli such as the med.i.a ~ Thus an individu8.l may be

"persuasible" l'litr&!!. the group context but because of the

bond he feels W'ith that group, he 1s resistant to ~~.ternal

pressures.

~'lhen a person is subject to cross~~pressures (the

various sources of his cues suggest more than one direction

for his behaviour), he may refrain from making a decision ~t

all until one set of norms eventually assumes dominance*

The other alternatlve 1s that he may seek guidance externally,

find in this case the media ma.y serve to prOVide guidelines.

although perhaps only temporarily until a predominant

direction has been re-established through another source.

Thus an indiYidual iI~hose se If-esteem is externally derived

(perhaps th:cough group membe::r'ship or through even casual

interaction ~vi th other people .~= from the enVirOnID(3nt

rather than from the self) p has th(~ most Rote1').~J.El for

persuasion. Unless the external source loses salience,
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the potential would not be realised.

Hovland, Janis and Kelley attempt to relate t\'i'O

other personality factors to persuasibillty: intellectual

capabilities and "motive factors" N"hich include needs,

defence mechanism, frustration tolerance and others s They

expected that intelligence would be positively related to

pel'slJ8.sibility on the assL1mption that

• • • opinion change is dependent upon
ability to comprehend and interpret
verbal symbols, Persons at the lowest
end of the intelligence scale, vIho have
great difficulty in understanding any
but the simplest messages t ·would presum
ably remain uninfluenced by the majority
of mass communications.32

This appears to be a tenuous hypothesisF the

reverse seems more likely to be true in aocordance with J

our deftnl tion of parsuasibili ty (vlhlch folloi'IS Hovland

and Janis). Although people with high intelligence may

be persuaded, it is likely to be a discriminatory persuasion

based on careful consideration of new knowledge to a greater

extent than would be true of the less intelligent. In any

case, unde~cstanding is not a prerequisite to persuasion.

The discussion of motive factors indicated that

aggression (uneasiness and hostility towards others) and
33

soclal 1'-ri thd:ca1'ml 1""01'e inverse ly related to persuasibili ty.

Aggressive indiViduals are distrustful of other people and

are therefore unlikely to be persuaded by them. Rather,



it is more likely that they would deliberately reject

the message. There is a close connection between social

withdrawal and non-conformity to group norms. either

because the ind.ividual has rejected group norms as dys~

functional (the reject-lon results 1n social l'J'ithdra1·ral) or

because the individual has no desire to associate with

other people (the social withdrawal tendency is the deterrn-

1ning variable).

The degree of self-esteem also appears to be a

directly influential disposition. both w'ith regard. to

content in general and with regard to specific types of

content. In a study conducted by Janis, comparison was

made 1'11 th individuals 1'lho had sought counselling and those

who had YlOt. It was found that there was no differenc,e /
/

intergroup but there were differences intra the counselled

group:

An outstandtng feature in six of the seven
cases in the highly J:nfluenced group "las a
subjective feeling of personal inadequacy
in connection with everyde.y interpersonal
relationships. Five of the seven cases
were diagnosed by the psychiatric staff
as "passi'V'e-dependent" personalities •• ~

[~1 he 01inica1 data suggest that persons
Nho are chronically disturbed by feelings
of shyness p pe~t'8onal inadequacy i and social
inhibitions in coping with everyday situa
tions are predisposed to change their
opinions more readily than others when,
exposed to persuasive communications,]:.}

ItShyness1 personal inadequacy, and social inhlbitlons"



are all aspects of self~esteem, all negative qualities

which are related to suggestibility. Specific content

is also perceived differently by people with varying

levels of self-esteem:

" " " threatening appeals may be rejected
more by those of high self=esteem than by
those of 1m; self-esteem. On the other
hand, appeals l'1h1ch enhance an individual '8
self-picture might be accepted more by the
highs than by the low's e 'rhus one determin
ant of acceptance of ~~ss communication
appeals may- be the differential responsive
ness to threats of negative changes in the
self-picture on the I?lf.rt of those with high
and low self-esteem. JJ

It snou1d be noted that "threatening appeals" should be

perceived less often by people with high self-esteem

because such people are able to accept both "good" and

Ilbad" qualities and impulses and still retain their

se1f-esteem. J6 The point is that people With high self~

esteem are not intimidated by hostile messages when they

do perceive them; their self-esteem serves as a means of

self-protection and leads to behaviour which is lndepe:nd-

ent of enVironmental factors as much &s possible.

Lane's concept of "pursuit of meaning" refers to

the need of some people to structure their enVironment,

to imbue all the elements comprising it with an "organisa
37

tion of meanlng"; this need is manlfested in a search for

guidelines for the implementation of the structure. The

media serve an important functional role as a source of
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information which a14s in the establishment of the

structure.

Halloran emploY's a similar nottcm involving the

complementa.ry elements of "cognitive styles" and "cognitive

needs It :

Cognitive styles refer to a characteristic
and consistent i1ay in which some; people
perceive g remember and think 'about aspects
of themselves and the world around them
• Q ~ In addition to differences in
cogni tiva styles, there al'e also differences
in cognitive :needs. Some people have a
strong need to acquire organized knowledge,
to give organlzed meaning and clarity to
all aspects of their experiences • eo.

o • • A person i'1ith 8. strong need to
impose structure and meaning on situations
will be influenced by this need in response
to available lnforrnation.38

We would ,expect that individuals. with a high

degree of cognitive needs to have a selective type of

cognitive style, that is, to accept some messages and

discard others, It may be that this is related to

intelligence~ that people with high intelligence are

selective about cognitive information while people with

low intelligence tend to structure their world in affective

terms~

It is ohvious that d.eeper personality traits are

extremely important determinants of the realisation of

the media's potential to influence attitude change~ With-

out consideration of these ba.sic traits. attempts to



manipulate the externE1.1 factors and the type of medium

are of doubtful conseq'~lenc.~e.
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A MODEL OF PEP~9NA~Y INXLUENC~

1. The Hodel

The previous four chapters have each been devoted

to a separate discussion of one aspect of the problem

being explored in this thesis. This chapter attempts

to bring all these notions into a single focus, by express-

lng the interrelationships between them in the form of a

model or schematic representation of the theory. Figure 2

is on page 69.

It will be noted that this diagram is very much

related to Figure 1 on page 33 which represents the
I

enVironmental-personality interaction portion of Figure 2.

This is the foundation of the theory and is the reason for

considering personality more salient than socio=8conomic

status or other background characteristicscin determining

media effect.

Environmental conditions result in an individual's

.specific personality type and socia-economic status o SES

may have an indirect effect on the determination of the

!

personality in so far as SES is at one stage an enVironmental

condition. But SES does not directly determine personality

68 •.
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any more than do other specific background characteristics.

After its formation and the achievement of relative stability

(although it is never completely "fixed"), personality

determines to a great extent the effect that the environment

will have on the indiVidual's attitudes and behaviour

(some types permit greater environmental influ,ence than

do others). The environment is composed of those objects.

places p pe ople, and s 1tuations vlh1 ch are external to the
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individual. Therefore. the media constitute part of the

environment and are affected by the personality in the

same way as are other environmental conditions. It is

the way in which this environmental factor (the media)

is percet ved that 1'J:i.lleffect the individual f s attitudes

and thus behaviour. Although other studies have suggested

that behaviour may provide the impetus for attitude change,

r am assuming that by definition, attitudes directly

precede behaviour and change in the latter must have been

preceded by a change in the former.

The failure to induce change in attitudes and

behaviour can result from two processes. This observation

takes us to the section of the diagram which examines the

way in which education effects media exposure. In Chapte~ IV,

we discussed the various effects of the different media

and the appeal of each type of medium to a partioular

audience. One of the major factors was the degree to

which the material presented was understood; 11e also found

that print was more useful for presenting complex material

requiring deeper understanding. ',Ie expect, therefore,

that education 1'1il1 be instrumental in determining the type

of medium employed o Personality is instrumental in deter

mining the amount of exposure since desirablility for

structuring the environment will lead to the search for

guidelines or at least sources of knowledge. Personality
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also effects the type of medium since the need for contact

l!iith people may lead to interest in the more It personal"

media such as television.

Both the amount of exposure and the type of

exposure lead to the effect media exposure has on the

individual's attitudes and behaviour. If the individual

distrusts the media as a whole or the source of the communi-

cation (as discussed in Chapter IV), he may either ignore'

the media completely or he may reject any information or

opinions to which he has been exposed& In either case, the

media are not going to influence him. If he is exposed and

does not reject the communications, he r~y react in two wlyS.

If he is presented 't'fi th conflicting information, he may
I

change his opinion in order to keep his perceptions consist-

ent or simply because he is highly persu.as tble by external

factors.

l\iedia exposure, however, way mere,ly reinforce

already held opinions rather than changing them. Again,

this goes back to the notions of suggestibility and the

need to structure environment which were discussed in the

preVious chapter.

It 1s obvtous that the media are going to effect

different people in different wayso This model has

attempted to summarise hOiti this occurs: in conjunction

vii th Chapter III g it vms seen that perception of the



environment influences the effect that that environment

has on- any individual. The perception is determined by

the psychological needs and traits 1'11110h make up the

individual's personality. In as much as the media are in

effect part of the environment, the theory holds true'to

notions of media influence as much as it does to any other

environmental condition.

Bearing ~he above points in mind, it might be

useful as a meahs of clarification to present hypotheses

which arise out of the model:

I The major hypothesis is as follows:

Personality is the most salient determinant of I

a) the extent to which media exposure will influence

political attitudes and political behaviour.

This arises out of the discussion about the

characteristic of "suggestibllitylt for the most

partJ

b) the form influence vlil1 assume. \'le refer here

to the notion that some people will respond

affectively to media content while others will

react cognitively. The former would lead to a

change in attitude, the latter to a change in
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belief (which mayor may not lead to attitude

change), Again, the theoretical basis for this

is the notion of suggestibility, but also involved

here are such concepts as dependency on external

cues, sociability, trust, and so on.

The sub-hypotheses involved here concern the effect of

particular personality types; these will be included in

Chapter IX which deals with the development of the types

and their expected behavioural responses, Generally, we

would expect that the alienated. type will be negatively

influenced by the media (change would be away from the

intended direction); the dependent type will be most influ

enced ~y media exposure in the intended direction; and the

social type will be the least influenced so that his

attitudes and behaviour will be much the same whether or

not he is exposed to the media.

II The two secondary hypotheses are an attempt to

make as complete an analysis of the problem posed in the

thesis as possible:

A. Education will determine "Vlhat type of medium

an individual is exposed to:

i) low education will be positively related

to television exposure (although nearly

everyone' 't'mtches television, we 1'10ul~ expect

that the Imler educated "l'lOuld be attracted



to a greater degree to this medium than

would higher educated people and would

claim to be more highly influenced by it

than by any other medium);

ii) high education will be positively related

to exposure to magazines.

B. Personality will determine:

1) the position held by the respondents with

regard to the three attitude areas of

Vietnam, civil rights,and protest tactics;

ii) the degree of participation indicated.

III The last hypothesis is based on the notion
/

suggested by Lane that "displacement of emotion is easier'
1

on persons than en groupsj issues or symbols". The

alienated type actually does displace his emotions on

external factors while the dependent type restricts

expression of his emotion (unless group norms demand

expression). The social type, on the other hand, is able

to cope with both desirable and undesirable emotions on

his o~'ffi terms. He vIOuld expect that the different types

would be influenced either by groups or indiViduals. but

not by both to the same degree: the dependent type is more

susc~ptible to individual influenoe sinoe he is heaVily

dependent on other people for his norms of conduct. Fol-
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lm'dng thts, we would hypothes ise that:

i) the dependent type will be more responsive

towards individuals;

ii) the alienated type will be more responsive

towards individuals; and

iii) the social type will be more responsive

towards groups.

* * * * * * * * *

1. Lane, PoD_tical Li fe, pu 139.
/

/

I .



VI

-- SUGGESTIO~§ F.9~ EHJ.::>I~ICAL !iPPLI_CATIQN

The thesis thus far has dealt in a theoretical

way with personality and media effect and has presented

a model explaining the effect that personalty has on

media influence in the political spheres The value of

a model is rather limited unless it can be empirically

tested. rrhe purpose of thi.s chapter is to present a

method of empirical application of thls model. The first

section describes the source of the data and the second

suggests a methodological procedure which could be fol

lowed employing either this data or, quite plausibly, other

data.

In an attempt to give the notions presented in

this thesis empirical validity, the concepts and personality

types were operationally defined on the basis of data

selected from the Survey Research Center's study of the

1968 American presidential election. The researchers

intervie~1ed 1673 individuals out of the voting population

of the United states. There are one or two limitations in
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the use of this data: although theoretically it is

possible to determine the respondent's perception of the

direction of media content, the relevant questions are

included among the restricted data. However, one oan-

assume that the content is general and political and this

is in keeping with purpose of the thesis. The other

difficulty is that the survey was not primarily concerned

with personality or psychological concepts (although such

factors did constitute a large portion of the questions);

this difficulty was overcome by Careful selection of

relevant questions, particularly those not limited to

political phenomena. The period which the survey covered

(from September 1968 to the end of Novembel' 1968) would /
f

probably entail greater media exposure than usual, partieD_
I .

larly in the areas involved in the analysis.

Obviously, the ideal method of testing the validity

of the model \irould be to conduct a survey employing a

questionnaire specifically designed to test personality

effect on media influence on political attitudes and

behaviour on the national level. Such an undertaking 'N'ould

require considerable resources (time, financial, and human)

to be expended at the time of a national election. It is

for this reason that the empirical basis for the thesis

'lims the 1968 survey ,,,,hich prOVides the opportunity of



analysing a cross~section of socio-economic and

personality types with provision for adequate measurement

of media exposure,

The followj.ng section outlines a procedure which

could be employed in order to test the model, making use

of the data described in the previous section.

1. The first step would be to determine the

maj or areas of a.nalys 1s: media exposure, background

characteristics, lftest" variables, and personality. The

questions relating to each area are found in Appendices I,

II, III and IV, and V, respectively. The two major areas

employed as test factors (to test media influence) are

political behaviour and political attitudes (issue percep

tion) which 'iqere further subdivided as follows I

I Political Beb~~

i) voting behaviour

ii) political participation

II Poli~ical~Attitu~es

i) civil rights

ii) Vietnam

iii) protest tactics
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The areas of political behaviour were chosen

because they are central to any discussion of political

activity on the part of the general electorate (we are

not conerned with leaders or Il activists ll
); the three areas

of political attitudes are considered to be three of the

most salient issues issues in the United states during

the 1968 election, issues on which the media and the pop

ulation were (and are) extremel;)T vocal and \'Thich were sourc(~s

of divergence 1n national unity and stabilityo Accordingly,

they probably are related to most people's core beliefs

and values and are view'ed emotionally a Thus any change

eVident with regard to these issues would be highly support

ive of the hypotheses, since we explained that core beliefs

and attitudes are less susceptible to change than peripherkl

ones,

2, Determine the validity of the personality

dimens ions (vrhich are dealt vIi th theoretically in this

thesis), using both factor analysis and inter-item correla

tion programmes a A factor loading of less than .40 would

be considered eVidence that the variable was an insufficient

indicator of the dimension and that variable 1'1Ould be

rejected a A correlation of less than 825 would be generally

considered unacceptable c The dimensions would also have to

be theoretically justified.
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3. The basic information necessary for compara-

tive purposes should be obtained before al1Jr further analysis

is carried out e This involves establishing the relation-

ship betvieen media. exposure (the source of most information

and the index), background characteristics, and personality

types and the test factors. The test factors would be the

dependent variables in these tables. Similarly, media

exposure should be run against background characteristics

and the personality types (the latter being the independent

variables). Finally, the background factors and the personal-

ity types should be run against each other (the former as

the independent variables).

4<; Having established the basic relationships, /
!

the next stage would be to run the media variaqles
/ .

(independent) against the test fa.ctors (issues and behaViour)

with control made first for personality and then for back-

ground characteristics in order to determine the saliency

of each of these factors,

58 Specific background characteristics (such as

education and age) should also be controlled for in a

relationship between media exposure, the test factors, and

personali ty in order to determine ~lhether these factors

accounted for any special characteristics of the relationship.

The choice of these background factors would be determined by
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their significance as indicated in the first stage of

analysis.

6. In order to test for the group/individual

sensitivity dimension, each of the groups and individuals

comprising the concept would be run against the personality

types, first alone and then \'lith provision made for media

exposure.

7. If none of the above relationships proved to

be significant (in terms of personality), the next step

would be to isolate one or more of the personality dimensions

and substitute it or them for the personality type variable

in order to test whether or not its effect was being distorted

by the presence of the other dimensions. /

8 0 If this proved to be of little value~ reconsid-

eration would have to be made of the method of defining

and the choice of variables.
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The conceptualisation and operationalisation of

the personality types N"ill be discussed in Chapter IX.

This chapter will deal with the other important concepts.

1. 118.8 s 11edia

The mass media referred to include newspapers,

magazLnes, radio, and television~ Sonce the questions

specifically ask whether or not the respondent was exposed

to content about the campaign, we expect that the content

will be primarily political, although it is, of course,

impossible to completely distingUish any effect caused by /

politie-al content from that caused by entertainment content.
. !.

In addition, we assume that some of that content was

specifically designed to influence voting behaviour (in

the form of political "commercials"); in effect the indivld-

uals here are responding to explicit political propaganda.

Content referring to the attitudinal issues is considerably

more implicit than explicit. However, all three issues

were prominent throughout the media during the 1968 campaign

and many references were made to them by the candidates; in

addition, many "non~political" programmes 1'Jere broadcast

82.
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and a considerable number of articles appeared in

newspapers and magazines.

Both the type of medium and the amount of exposure

to each medium require measurement, Exposure is measured

as "high", "medium", and "low", and "none" for all the

media. For newspapers, high exposure is operationalised

as "regularly or often fl
; medium as "from time to time fl

; and

low as {'just once in a great while". For radio, teleVision,

and magazines, high 1s considered "a good many" programmes

or artlcles; medium as "several"; and low' as fI just one or

yvlO" • i"~agazlne exposure v1as als 0 measured by asking the

respondent Hheth€H' or not he regularly reads about poll tics

in magazlnes~ FlnallYF the importance of each medium for I

the respondent was determined by asking the source of most

information.

An index of media exposure was constructed by

summing the degrf3e of exposure to each medium so that the

major variables ares 1) index of amount of exposure; and

2) source of most information e

The backgrolli1d characteristics which appear to be

most useful ares age; educatlonJ occupation; class; income;

sex; a.nd race e Class is the respondent's own perception of

his class o Education~ occupation p and income were categorised
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as "low", "medium", and "hightl and Kere summed to form

an index of socio~economic status~ For education, low

is Uno formal education, some . primary school a.nd compJ.~.ted

primary schoo1 u
; medium is "some high school, graduated

from high school, or technical school"; high is "some

college or graduated from college". "Salesworkers, unskilled

labour and farmers" constitute the lo\!! occupation category;

"clerical and skilled labour" comprise the medium category;

and "professional and technical or managerie.l occupations"

are considered high o With regard to income, lmder $4,999

is considered low, :~5,OOO to $14,999 is medium, and +~15,OOO·

and over is high. Race is limited to white, b1ackJ and

others (Puerto Ricans, Orientals, Indians). Age is

divided into four categories: 18-29; 30-44; 45-64; and

65 and over.

These factors were chosen for two reasons: 1) they

are the most salient "personal" background variables; three

of them are constant (age, sex and race) while education

and socio-economic status usually gain constancy with age,

and 2) these factors have been foremost among the social·

variables discussed in previous studies l

Voting behaviour will be measured in the folloWing

way: whether or not the respondent intends to vote in the

election and 'whether or not he does vote (termed "change in
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intent to 'Vote"); and how he intends to vote and how

he actually does vote (Il change in intended vote ll ). The

other aspect of voting behaviour is the actual vote, and

pertpherally, why the resp0i1clent did not vote and hO\'J" long

he took to make his decision if he did vote.

The degree of participation is determlned by the

respondent's score on a participation index which is

composed of six items: voting; talking to people about

the election; attending political meetings; working for

a party or candidate; 'Nearing 8. campaign button; and belong-

ing to a political club. Each item was scored Yes (1) and

No (2). Thus high participation indicates that the respondent

has been active in all or all but one of the above ways; ~ow

participation means that the individual he.s been active in,
I

none or only one· of these ways.

Two of the issues are measured in separate

variables: civil rights is four different questions

vrhile the attitude towards the NaT in Vietnam is three

quest:tons. The third issue, position on protest tactics,

is actually an index composed of three questions which ask

the respondent's feelings about protest meetings or rna.rches,

disobeying a law, and sit-ins. Each question has three

possible responses: disapprove; depends; and approve.



Someone who approves o~ all three tactics is considered

a Il radica1" (in the context of 1968); a "conservattve ll

disapproves of all methods; someone with a position in

between ,qou1d be considered a ·"11beral".

5 ~ Jrtdividua.l/Grou Sensillvi ty

This is the measure employed to test the hypothesis

that certain personality types are able to differentiate

among individuals more easily than among roups or issues.

There are six groups (businessmen, labour unions, the

ml1.1 tary, Vietnam vmr protesters , liberals t and conservatives)

and four individuals (Hallace, Reagan, r·1cCarthy t and Robert

Kennedy), which cross the "liberal~conservative!l spectrum,
!

employed in this measure. They are all rated (originally /

on a. thermometer format) as "favourable" t "unfavourable" ,i

and "neutral" ("no feeling" or "slight feelings" for or

against the SUbject). Sensitivity to individual or group

differences would be indicated by a variance of ratings,

whereas lack of sensitivity would be indicated by a clustering

around anyone rating, either for groups or individuals

(for example, all or most groups are rated "neutral" or

all individuals are considered to be "favourable") or groups

and individuals (for instance, all the "liberal" groups and

individuals are rated as "favourable").



A variable would be said to lIinfluence" the

respondent's decision (for example, attitude change) if

there was a significant difference at the .05 level between

the presence of the variable and its absence in a particular

relationship. For example, a medium would be considered

"effective" in changing opinion if those with high exposure

expressed a significantly different opinion from that

expressed by those with low or no exposure. The degree to

which influence occurred in the intended direction would

be measured by a difference in proportions test. The two

test would have to be considered in conjunction with each

other. A highly significant change in the opposite (to I

intended) direction would be considered indicative of less

influence than would be a less significant change in the

intended direction.

Personality type will be considered the primary

deteTminal1t of media effect on behaviour and issue perception

if two conditions prevail: 1) there is a significant

difference evident among the effect of the various types;

and 2) if it appears to account for medta effect to a

greater extent than do socio-economic or other background

characteristics~ Consideration of the effect of other

factors 1s constituted by testing them in relationships as

explained in the preVious chapter.



VIII

PERSONALITY TYF~~

This study employs three personality types which

are determined operationally by the respondent's position

on a scale of summed ratings achieved on ten dimensions,

six of which are political in nature and four of which are

non-political. The use of political dimensions as

psychological measures .is justified by the contention

that the political realm is not separate from other areas

in an indiVidual's life and that attitudes towards political

objects are symtomatic of deeper psychological traits to
/

!

which they can be theoretically linked. Most of these scales

are attitude scales; this appears to be an acceptable

method of measuring personality on the basis of the trait

psychological approach. Attitudes are external manifesta<-

tions of latent dispositions or traits, which are indicative,

in their various combinations, of personality types.

The ten dimensions are: political sensitiVity;

issue involvement; political concern; political incapability/

futility; political cynicism; political efficacy; personal

efficacy; traditionalism; personal competence; and trust in

people.. These scales form the basis of the operationalisation

88. .



of the three type concepts (alienated, dependent or

fundamental,-and integrated or social); the conceptualisation

of the types is considerably broader, hOVlever, and includes

notions which are either merely implied by the available

measures or for which measurement is precluded by the the

nature of the particular data used in the preparation of

this thesis. Obviousl;:r, the use of other data may result

in the elimination of some of the dlmensions considered here

or, on the other hand, result in the inclusion of other

dimensions.

The scales were derived from a variety of sources:

some are taken directly fi'om preVious studies; others are

modified versions of previously used scales; still others

have been constructed specifically for this study. Each,

dimension will be discussed in terms of its -origin, meaning,

and theoretical significance. Vlhere applicable, reference

will be made to their empirical validity.

This scale includes s~ven questions, all of which

aks the respondent to name which party he thinks 't'lould be

more likely to want the federal government to be involved

1n a partic1lar issue or action (such as getting doctors

and medical care at low cost). The intention of the scale

is to determine the respondent's perception of, or sensitiVity

to, any differences in the position of the major parties.
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If he is sensitive to differences, he will name either

the Democratic or Republican Party. If he fails to

perceive differencesbetw"een the b'TO major parties and

instead prefers ~'lallace and the American Independent Party

he is considered sensitive only to extremes e Complete

insensitivity to party differences is indicated by a

response that there is no difference between the two

parties. A predominance of responses in the last category

indicates high political sensitivity while a majority of

scores at the opposite end indicates a lack of sensitivity.

(As i'Ji th the remainder of the scales, only the two extremes

"will be discussed, although, of course, a t1 me dium" position

is as theoretically significant as these positionsG)

The Political Sensitivity scale 1s a modified for~

/

of the scale used by Campbell et al., in The Voter Decides
-~~- ~

as part of their notJ.on of "Extent of Issue Orientation".

Our scale employs more questions I,d th different subject

matter, but the basis of the scale remains the same.

1i) Issue Involvement
-~---'-":""'-----

This scale consists of four questions which

measure interest in different issues. There are tW"O

possible responses: the first indicates interest in the

particular issue while the second, no interest. A person

with a high sense of issue involvement would express interest

in all the issues and an individual with a low sense of
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issue involvement would express interest in n0l1e of the

questions.

This scale vms also based on the "Extent of Issue
2

Orientation" measur(~ discussed above: a~ain. however, .the

actual content of the questions is different, The authors

do not report any data on the reliability of their scales

(on which these are based.), but II since the i terns Wel"e

selected on the basis of their relation to criterion

measures, they have a built-in valid.ity component" which
3

appears to be indicative of validity,

The theoretical basis for using this dimension

is that it is related to a particular view of the world,

Interest in issues indicates a deeper sense of involvement
. . f

which goes beyorld political boundaries (although interest /

in other areas does not necessarity indicate interest in !

politics).

iii) Political Concern...- ~ ~ ,.... .....

This scale consists of six items which are designed

to measure concern with the political process (which

represents one aspect of the broader enVironment). The

first three items require responses from the interViewees

in terms of their partisan preference, voting consistency,

and interest in the campaign a The first and third of these

i terns vrere employed by Campbell eL~l. in !.!2~_ AmeLicall-Y oter
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in their measure of Political Involvement& The last

three questions involve an outside observer's (the inter-

viewer's) impression of the respondent's co-operation, -

general political interest and general level of political

infoYn~tion. The use of internally and exterflally derived

measures. together serves as a check on the reliability of

the responses 8

This scale involves the type of question Lane
. 5

considers to be measuring politioal emotion, Nhioh again

is indicative of the individual's more general emotional

makeup.

Each question had three possible responses: the

first indicates concern l'Thile the third represents a lacl{

of concen1& The second response represents a1 ther an !

undecided or middle position. The content of each resp0l1se
{ .

is specific to the nature of the question and therefore i-1ill

not be discussed here. Again, this scale is actually a

specific application of a more general attitude.

tv) E-ol~~~ca~1capabilitX/futllit~

This scale was employed by Olsen to measure a
6

form of political alienation. Incapability indicates

that the "person feels inca.pable of participating effectively

in social interaction because of the nature of his social

enyirOnlnent"'& The use of the term "polltical futility"
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sugges ts that the object tONards w"hich the incapability

is directed is the political system. The questions in

this scale, according to Olsen, measure powerlessness

(1,2, and 4) and meaningless (3). Olsen found that the

coefficient of reproducabillty for this scale was 89&3
7-

per cent o In addition to these four items, three other

questions 1'lere considered to be equally adequate measures

of this form of political alienationl the fifth and

seventh questions appear to measure the gUidelessness

which Olsen found to be missing from his scale. The sixth

question seems to measure meaningless.

There were two possible responses to each question:

agree and disagree. A high level of political incapability

1s indicated by agreement \·rith all the question or by

disagreeing with only one, and a low level by disagreement

with all or six of the questions.

This scale contains five items, N'hich are similar

in form to the items used by Olsen to measure political
8

discontent or cynicism. Unlike that scale, however, an

alternate term for our measure would be Itconfidence in

governement ll (scored in the opposite way to political

cynicism). This measure also seems to relate to an indiv-

idualOs belief of his relationship to governement or



authority: to what extent can he identify with the

governmental structures? To what degree can he experience

personal contact?

Empirically, three questions "\Iiould have res pons es

scored as 1, 2, and 3 while two questions would be scored

1 and 3 in"order to make all the items as equally meaning

ful as possible. In order to attain a high degree of

c~licism, an individual would have to answer four or five

questions vrith a third response. Four or five responses

in the first category would be considered a low level of

cynicism.

vi) rolitic~~Efficacl

Four items comprise this scale which is intended I
to measure potential efficacy felt by the individual in

the area of politics. One question deals with the indiv

idual's attitude towards government affairs while the

other three measure his perception of the governement's

attitude towards him. An alternate name for this measure

,,[QuId be "s ense of gave mment respans 1vene s s"; the us e of

these two terms together (efficacy and responsiveness)

reflects Lane's notion that the "capacity of the government
9

to adjust to public opinion is related to political efficacy."

The first response represents a negative attitude,

the third a positive one. A low degree of political efficacy
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would be indicated by a negative response to four or five

of the questions l'1hile a positive response to four or five

would be indicative of a high level of efficacy.

Four items comprise this scale. The first two

attempt to discover whether or not the individual- has ever

taken any action in terms of giving his opinion. The

second two test the degree to which the respondent feels

he can act as an individual.

The difference between political and personal

efficacy is mainly a question or degree or scope: the

~ormer measures a limited area of efficacy which involves

the participation of external factors as well as the indivL

idnal himself (for example, the role played by political ..
I

parties in bringing the demands of the people to the atten

tion of the government); the latter, on the other hand,

·places greater emphasis on the individuality involved.

In order to keep the measurement standard, the

first two questions are scored No (1) and Yes (3' while

the second two are scored 1,2, and 3, with three indlcatiing
*

that the respondent would take individual action to counter-

act a law he considered unjust o A response in the second

:r.:------~----.._----
"Individual action" consists of using legal means, voting,
giving money or merely "act[ing] as an individual".



category "indicates that the respondent would work within
*

a group to change a law, and 1 indicates "r~o action".

Therefore, if the respondent answered three or four

questions in the thlr~category, he would have a high

sense of personal efficacy. If he answered three or"four

questions 1'11 th the t"irst reponse, he Nould have a 10111 sense

of efficacy.

viii) Traditionalism

This scale has only two items, both measuring

It re ligious" attitudes. The first item was chosen because

regular church attendance indicates either respect for a

traditional belief or conformity to one for social gain

(in either case the Importanc~ of such a belief is indicated
/

Nhether or not it is actually held). ffhe seO-ond measures I

"traditionalism" or "fundamentalism" more directly since

it asks the respondent his view of the Bible.

In order to be considered "traditional", the

individual Nould have to answer both quest! ons vli th the

third response.

iX) Personal Com~~

This scale consists of "five items design~d to

• ~__G _

This includes: \'J"orldng through tnformal groups such a.s
neighbours and friends, through a political party, or through
organized groups such as a union.
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measure the individual's general attitude towHrds his

life and his sense of control over it (in a sense, this

measures mastery over the enVironment). The items com-

prising this scale were based on several different se.ales
10

developed by Campbell at a1., to measure Personal Competence

and used in The American Vo~~& These items are also

similar to those refer-red to by Lane as comprising a
11

llneuroticism lt index. In that sense, this scale can be

said to be measuring a basic perspective of the world.

Despite the similarity in their names, the per-

sonal efficacy scale are not measuring the same thing.

The former implies an ability to perform a sequence of

action and result; the latter is concerned 'with a more geneYal
I

approach to life.

A It competent" person 'Nould respond positive ly to I

four or five of the questions; a person with a low level

of competence 'would score negatively on four or five questions .•

Three items comprise this scale which is intended

to measure a feeling of alliance with other people (people

in general rather than particular friends, relatives, and

so on). Reversing the scoring of this measure indicates a

feeling of personal alienation. The source for this measure
12

is Rosenberg's "Tl'ust in People" scale, developed in 1969.



other implications of this dimension are hostility and·

suspicion.

The second response to each question is considered

"positive". Accordingly, a high deg1"'ee of trust in people

(or a ION sense of alienation) is indicated by a positive

response to all three questions; a negative response to

all three questions.

Empirically, scoring on all the dimensions would

be categorised as Ithighfl , "medium", and. "101'1". '.ehe person-

ali ty types .1Alould .be operationally defined by the sum 890re

on all the ten dimensions. The Personality Typology simply
I

indicates the position of each type on each dimension, as a

means of clarification. i .

In order to facilitate this method of establishing

the types, the scoring with regard to the high, medium, and

lovr ratings was not consistent: high on some dimensions

was scored J while on others it was scored 1. The basic

discrimination here lIIas betNeen flnegative" and flpositive"

qualities, in the broadest terms (although, admittedly

some dimensions do not fit easily into that context). The

position defined for each type on each dimension is deter

mined by the conceptualisation of the types as explained

in the next chapter. In some cases, two positions on one
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dimension are theoretically possiblB according to the

basis of conceptualisation: an "integrated ll individual

may score medium or high on political conern, for example.

It is the overall score iJ~hich is important rather than the

score on a specific dimension.

J. ~ca~12ns Zor Other.Trait~

The dimensions which provide the means for the

operationalisation of the type~ have implications for other

traits for which the nature of this particular data prohibits

d.irect operationalisation. It is possible, hOi'l0Ver, to

discuss these traits in· a theoretical ifay t bas lng tnferences

and conclusions on previous research. This permits a much

broader and fuller definition of each personality type than

would be possible if we were restricted solely to the ten

dimensions measureable by-the data& This position depends

on one assumption: that there are groups of attitudes or

traits which can be interpreted in the manner of a response

set, that there are certain traits which can generally be

grouped together so that the presence of one or more of

the group is a high indicator of the presence of the other

traits in the group.

The basis of this approach to the analysis can be
13

seen in Tt;cClosky' s "Conservatism and Personality" study in

\'ihlch he explores the relationship betv<Ieen various personality
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traits and the dimension of liberalism/conservatism.

It should be noted that this is not a political dimension

but rather a philosophical or ethical world view. Table 5

shows this for four clinical traits; Table 6, for four

social traits.

Table 5: Comparison of ConservRtives
fu1,SL-Llbe~g~ers~onali ti
Traits ~~ Clinical
---~~--~-

-_.~~~~~-------------~----_._.....;..-_.~~

Trait Liberals
(190)

Extreme
Conservatives (245)

Hostility

% low
%high

Paranoid Tendencies

._----~--~---

9
71

% low
%high

Need Inviolacy (Ego Defence)

% 101'1
%high

Rigidity

% ION
% high

56
16

68
11

58
18

13
62

17
60

14
60

.' "" -

Source: HcClosky, "Conservatism and Personality" in Politics
and Social Life edited by Polsby, Dentler an~S-mlth,
p:2~-

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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Table 6s Com~ari~on of Conser~2~
anLLiE~?:als b;y Personalitx.
Traits Social

Trait-

Dominance

%"lm'iT
%high

Alienation

~ 10"1'1

%high

Pessimism

%low
%high

--------~._-~_._--

Liberals
(190)

9
72

57
11

Extreme
Conservatives (245)

51
14

18
45

Self-confidence

% 10\11

%high

~-------------~---.-._.-~_. ----~

The implications of one trait or group of traits

for the presence of other traits is well-illustrated b~ Lane.

One useful trait which we are unable to measure directly is

that of II se lf=esteem lt (although it is related to the efficacy
120

and competence dimensions), which Lane terms "ego~strength".

He found that a sense of efficacy (a component of ego-strength),
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both in terms of self and of the democratic process,

indicates greater concern, greater consistency with the

chosen party's stand on issues, and a greater amount of

learning. The ~more-effectives" see "unavoidable

problems as personal rather than social" because they have

to reduce the inner tension which the existence o~ problems
15

creates.

Cheerful people, Lane suggests, are more trustful,

feel more effective, and tend to believe in democracy to a

greater degree than do despondent people. Similarly, the

dissatisfied people care less, do less, and know less, and

tend, according to Lane, to be authoritarian, Withdrawing

from political participation 'under normal conditlons and

attaching themselves to "alienated" movements 1'ihen they
16

arise.

This section has indicated that 011.1' definition of

I

the personal~ty types need not be restricted merely to the

ten measureable dimensions; it is quite plausible to conceive

theoretically of much more expansive concepts in terms of

our personali ties 1'Jh1ch legitimately imbues them VIi th greater

breadth nnd depth than we could otherwise achieve.

****.~*****
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IX

PEP.§QNALITY TYPES 2

We have already implicitly suggested a theory of

personality in other sections of this thesis; it seems

appropriate, however, to begin this particular chapter

with a more precise (albeit brief) personality theory from

which to derive our specific types.

Personality theories are eenerally based on a

view of man which takes into consideration the inata

nature of man and his maximal potential. It would seem to

us that there is within man a need to realise his o~m

potential and to etljoy communion with others. The eternal

problem is to integrate successfully the conflict occurring

between the internal desires and needs and those of the

society (both as a governing body and as an aggregate of

individuals). The "mature" individual is able to experience

the fulfillment of his potential while at the same time

establish successful communion with his fellow men. It

should be pointed out that this communion cannot be

achieved at the expense of the individual's integrity
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because that means a denial of the self-potential, the

fulfillment of w'hich is an equally important need.

The three types which are defined later in the

chapter represent three possible ohtcomes with regard to

satisfaction of the nature of man~ The first (alienated)

type has been unab~e to achieve the communion necessary

for mental well=being; the second (dependent) type has

denied his potential in order to fulfill the need for lilian;

of the three, the sooial or integrated type is the only one

which represents one expression of the total man.

The definitions are from the political perspective

but these are not necessarily "political" types only.

They are interpreted in that way simply because of the

nature of the thesis. It is hoped, nevertheless, that

the notions suggested in the profiles of the types may

be a.pplicable to a more general scope than merely the political.

The immature individual finds that his inner needs

and those of his social environment are in conflict; this

conflict cannot be. resolved unless he adapts to the society

or unless the society eventually concurs with his ideas.

Unfortunately, the society itself is rarely able to alloN'

full realisation of potential. The artist who lives his

art may find himself at odds with most of those around him.

This type of possibility is peripheral to our frame of

consideration, but it 1s a very real one. This incompat-
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ibllity remains a serious problem in terms of societal

f:unctioning. The bra extremes of the communion aspect of

man's nature are equally likely to result in neurosis or

pstcho~is~ regardless of whether the extreme is constituted

by rejection of the need in the conscious behaviour (8.S seen

in the alienated man) or by an overemphasis on that need

(as exhibited by the dependent).

It follo1'1.8 from the basic assumptions about the

needs of mu.n (to fulfill his potential and to be in contact

with others) that two of the most important traits or

dispositions (the personality dimensions of the preVious

chapter) are self=est.eem and alienation. He pointed out

in the chapter t'Personali ty-Environment Interaction" that

the degree of self-esteem ~as closely related to that of

mastery over the-environment. Together the degree of

alienation and the degree of self-t'forth can be termed

"self~image". The latter notion refers to an individual's

perception of his own worth and value l1"hlle the former

(alienation) refers to his perception of himself in his

relationship with others. Six of the dimensions discussed

in the previous chapter appear to measure the concept of

self-image: political incapability; political cynicism;

trust in peopleJ political efficacy; personal efficacy; and

personal competence o
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During the preparation of the personality scales,

it w-as pointed out to me that a specific trait or character

istic might account for a good portion of the behaviour

and attitudes emplpyed in the study. ~his is a possibility;

we w'ould hypothesise that this notion of self-image may, in,

fact, be that factor. It would, in any case, be a fruitful

second stage of the procedure to test for such a possibility.

The necessity of having an adequate self-image is indicated

by Jean Grambs' comments that

Everyone must ha11e some sense of adequacy, <,

no matter how minimal, or he cannot cope
with his o~1existence, and then must
escape into psychosis or sUicide. 1

Thus, we wpuld expect that of all per~onality

traits, the ego-centred tral t of self-image :'lould be most

important in determining success in relating the two aspects

of man's nature as we have defined it and in terms of the

specific problem explored in the thesis, in determining

rejection or acceptance of threats to one's belief structure.

2.. The Notl.0E of Types

The entire notion of categorising individuals into

positions on a typology, of fitting them into "boxes", seems

alien at first thought. It seems to be denying the unique

and changing character of all individuals which we discussed

at the beginning of the'thesis@ Ina sense this is true;
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at the same time, hOVlever, weare faced \fIith physical

limitations which unfortunately overcome our conception

of the ideal. Our analysis has to deal with that less

personally satisfying, but equally important, "constant

portion" of personality of group of traits which Allport

refers to in his discussion of trait, character, and person-

ality; he defines trait ass"

• • • a broad system of similar action
tendencies eXisting in the person we are
studying, 'Similar action tendencies'
"are those that an observer, looking at
them from the actDr's point of view, can
cate gori2e together under one rubic of
meaning,

The notion of "types fJ suggests that a group of

indiViduals possess this same group of traits; classification

of an individual as a specific t1type" indicates the position

of that individual on a number of different dimensions I'1hi~h

have been designed to measure the externalisation of traits,

"Traits res ide in a person; types in some outside point
3

of vieN". II

We are obViously dealing with an "outside point of

vie1'i fJ
; w'e are accepting that personality is not constant"

but at the same time we are dealing 1'lith those consistent

elements which enable the formation of types as a useful and

convenient concept, VIe are recognising that there are

certain "traits" which groups of people have in. common,

which categorise them as members o~ the the same type,
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4
As Fromm notes in his formation of five types,

we are dealing with" ideal" types. vIe have already stressed

the complexity of personality; thus it should be obvious

'that we are aware that no individual ever completely ~onforms

to anyone type: each person is, in fact, a composite of

several different types which are sometimes apparently

opposite in nature. It is also true, however, that usually

one type is more dominant than the others, and is more

salient in determining the individual's behaviour than any

singel trait or group of traits. This is the aspect of

personality which this study is exploring. Thus, although

we are analysing constant, single personality type behaiTiour

and influence, 1'f8 are also cons cious of its changing,

integrative nature.

The use of the ,"type" concept represents a new

!
/

approach to the study of media influence in that it attempts

to define man as a psychological entity and to apply that

definition to the influence of the media as an environmental

factor. Previous studies have talcen into account one major

factor: suggestibility, for example, or related to that,

se1f~esteem" I'lhat this thesis suggests is that although

these factors or characteristics are good determinants of'

media inf1~ence. their effect may be tempered by their inter-

action with the other related psychological characteristics

of the individual o It is obvious that all factors cannot
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be accounted for in a study such as this; accordingly, an

attempt was made to include the most salient characteristics

within the context of the thesis' intention.

This section villI profile in detail the three

personality types which provide the basis for the studyl

the alienated, the dependent or fundamental, and the social

or integrated. In so far as we accept Fromm's comments on

the desirability of a "mature" or Unealthy" type, the third

fulfills that condition o It is necessa.ry to recognise,

again, that these are three ideal types, tha.t no on8

individual can be cla8sifie~ merely as one type or another

in the real world~ but that all types are present (and

others besides) in all individuals to some degree. In terms

of this analysis, we are dealing only with the dominant

aspect,- revealed by the sum scores achieved on the measure

ment scales.

The second point is that these are types constructed

in order to measure the effect of media influence on political

behaviour; thus types which are not really relevant are

excluded. It is obviously not difficult to conceive of

innumerable other "types" and there is no pretence here tha.t

these types are all-inclusive. They appear, however, to

consider accurately and usefully three common personality
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types ~'lhich B,re independent of ideologlcal restrictions.

The conceptualisation of the types .will be followed

by the expected political behaviour and response to media

exposure.

The alienated individual 1s illlable to establish

adequate and reciprocally satisfying relationships 1'1ith

other people or to confront his physical environment

effectively or rat ionalJ-y 0 He feels lost. and is olated,

yet although he would like to be integrated into.a group,

he is unable to achieve such a goal. There is 8, similar

internal void, as well: he c&nnot attach himself to a

belief system which will respond to his needs, nor to
5

formula te a satisfactory one of his mm. A consistent

belief system is necessary in order to stabilise both

internal and external factors and to establish a workable

notion of onels position in the world. Such a belief system

can conflict with the predominant societal norms only if

the individual is strong enough to act independently of

exten1al forces and to resist pressure to conform.

Most of the alienated man's actions are perfunctory;

they are carried out because they have to be, or because

the individual can see no alternative, rather than as a

means of enjoyment or of self-fulfillment. Such actions
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appear to be apart from the performer, functional in

terms of their own ends rather than as ends with regard

to the individual~ Despite this lack of feeling union

with anyone or anything, the alienated person is unlikely

to search for ways to enrich his life in a positive manner.

Yet, ironically, he is less despaired than despairingr he

will. clutch at radical-stra'l'lS-as answers to his problems,

since conventional means do little to alleviate it. On

the contrary, covention (that is, authority) is often held

responsible for his condition. His rebellion takes the

form of dellying the leg1t imacy of those forces I'lhich he

perceives as hostile to him.

The aljenated person is likely to see the world

in the form of polarised d:Lchotomies ~- ltthem" and "us".

Most of the time, he is relatively inactive politically,

but when conditions are ripe (as in times of social unrest

and uphea~Jal), he does take action; he "t'iill lean towards

extreme movements which reflect his general dissatisfaction

'I'lith what he perceives to be the way of the \'-rorld.

"Extreme" behaViour, it should be noted, can take

place within conventionally prescribed bounds (as in voting

behaViour) or it can exceed those bounds and take the form

of mass movements, both Violent and non~violent. This

study is concerned only ~'1ith the first type of "extremism",

but it is implicit that there is potential for the other
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form to occur.

Persons of this type are most likely to become

initiated into peculiar sub-cultures and to hdevelop full-

blovm ideologies explaining why they are right and vrhy
6

those Vlho disapprove of and punish them are wrong tl
•

Therefore, the lines between'issues and personality and the

environmental and personal factors become indistinct; issues

are seen almost purely as they relate to the self. Thus

Lasch describes the emergence of the New Left as a movement
7

"based' on 'alienation ftl because the distinction between

political issues and personal issues has become blurred.

Although the alienated individual is a follower,

he rarely joins organizations for the"social" benefits,

for pleasure or enjoyment, but rather because they seem to/

offer solutions v,hieh he is unable to formulate or carry

out as an individual. One of the reasons this type does

not belong to clubs 1s that he is suspiciDus of other people

and cynical about the whole,social (and political) process.

He has a tendency, therefore, to reduce society into two

camps. In the extreme, the alienated man becomes the paranoid,

seeing persecution in every order, opposition in every

argument. It is this type 1i~hich is most susceptible to

conspiracy theories as modes of explanation because he projects

his OWfl dichotomous, cynical, hostile, and fearful nature

onto others. It 1s not bad luck; or his O'i'ffi incompetence

which explains his failure but a determined effort by "them"
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(v,rhoe"lrer "they" may be) to prevent his succeeding.

He rarely makes "rational lt decisions but pursues

ends almost solely on emotional grounds, emotions which

are pot internal as in the intuitive or truly caring

person 1 but are aroused by an external element Thus despite

the fact that he believes that belonging to a specific

organisation is a means to a desirable end, in 'fact he is

being used once again as an instrument to further the aims

of others.

The tendency to extremism is actually an attempt

to rejoin the community .~- to lose himself in the group,

and to substitute group Hsecurity" for personal (internally

derived) security which he lacks. He is much happier when

he can consider himself part of a larger powerful force;

then he can associate his identity with that of the group,'

Alienation is also reflected in hostility and

unwarranted aggT6ss ion and a tendency to'ward extreme

opinions, although such opinions are lacking in any real

or considered base and are therefore also lacking in real

conviction.

The alienated type is likely to have a low self-

image (although his aggress ion may make him appear other,,;ise),

They maintain an image of themselves as
a strong people, apparently, by pTojecting
feelings of inadequacy and other unac
ceptable impulses onto physical symptoms,
feared objects, and forces of chaos and'
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hostility which they then attribute
to the world and other people. 8

The alienated tndividual, then, has a 10l'l sense of self-

esteem because he has had little success and much failure

in "satisfying central heeds" and because there is a

considerable gap between his "ideal and actual concepts of
9

himself lt
•

Although like any type, the alienated man may

appear in any social stratum. he may be more prevalent in

. lovTe r class, 10"Jer income, and 10\'1er educated groups.

Among these groups, alienation takes the form of passiVity

(unless an external stimulu.s to action is prOVided) and

subw.iss i veness. Hhen he occurs among higher educated, or

higher income, middle class groups, the behaviour is, in !

fact, the opposite. Then, attempts to action, arising out
i

of frustration, may' turn to violent and desperate attempts

to transform the status quo. Examplffihere are the young

college radicals or Weathermen faction and the young

militant black leadership. It should be pointed out, however,

that alienation in these two groups stems from different

sources: the first from a difference with the status quo

ideals, the second from economic and social deprivation •.

Because of his tendency to dichotomise issues, he

would score low or medium on the political sensitiVity

scale, either because he sees no difference at all or because
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he can percei've only extreme differences betl>leen pa!ties.

Similarly, he would score low or medium on both the political

concern and the issue j.l1volvement scales since he is neither

interested in nor knowledgeable about issues and political

events. On the direct measures of alienation -~ the

political incapability and the political c~1icism dimensions

he would score high. His lack of self~esteem would be

evident in the 10\'1 scores he Nould achieve on political

efficacy, personal efl~icacyf and the personal competence

dimensions and his inate hostility by his low score on the

trust i1'1 people index. In the case of the alienated man.

the use of the term "neuroticism index" as a substitute for

personal competence is particularly appropriate. He would,

of course, score high in that case • Traditionalism is

somewhat harder to rate in this instance. It would be

possible for the alienated type to score either high or low

depending on the interpretation placed on the questions.

He may reject traditional values along with everything else

or he may consider them his only refuge, to which he clings

tenaciously.

Of the three types, the alienated indiVidual is

least likely to vote and will advance the most mior reasons

for not voting (such as being "too busy"); he will be more

likely to deviate from this nOtl=voting pattern than the

non=voters of the other types, and when he does so, his vote
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will go to "extreme lt or Itnon-orthodoylt candidates e \'1e

expect that a high proportion of the whites of this type

will vote for George Wallace.

Thts type will be the least exposed to the media,

except for teleVision (to which all types are exposed to

some degree) and although all types consider television to

be their most important source of information, this 1s

more likely to be true of the alienated type" than of the".

others. He is, moreover, unlikely to be effected by sueh

exposure since he fends to see media on the side of "they"

and therefore to distrust them.

In many ways, this type seems similar to the

alienated type but the members of this group lack the

hostility and frustration and bitterness of thoSe1'lho

are alienated.

Th(~ use of the term It fundamentalist" is employed

in order to indicate the simplistic world view held by

this type. This is not in the sense of a dichotomised,

hostile view held by the alienated type, but rather in the

sense af a clased,~ure, traditional belief system. This

type is passive because it feels safe while passivity or

aggression occurs in the alienated indtvidual as a response
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to fears of being attacked. The dependent individual's

actions and attitudes are based on satisfaction, while the

alienated individual's philosophy is based on distrust and

fear. But the dependent's satisfaction is not a healthy

one based on rational consideration of his position with

a flexible open attitude ~n1ich allows change when necessary,

but one based on submission to external influences --

conformity to group norms or to conventional values for

their own sake. This element of this type's nature is

indi6ated by the use of the term "dependent" to describe

this type. This term emphasises the passive nature of this

type, and a preference for a subordinate role.

'l'his pas8 i-vi ty means that this type is unlike ly

to enter into a great deal of interaction in terms of being

a "joiner" of organisations, clubs, and so on t unless

pressed to do so by another individual or unless member-

ship follows from occupational or similar factors. Never-

theless, their sources of opinion lie in those groups to

\'fh1ch they do belong. "They apparently lack ••• strong

sources of direction within themselves and they come to

terms with life by valuing and relying on external sources
10

of persuasion".

They lack self-confidence and deny any ability to

influence events, or deny even a desire to want to do so.

They are conservative in the sense that they prefer the
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"tried and true t
• to innovative concepts. TheTe is, in

fact, a sort of lethargic quaIl ty to this type, l'~hich

tend~ to be revealed in a complacent contentment~ precluding

change. As explained above, their sense of self-esteem 1s

fairly low but they do not feel threatened by exteTnal

-forces ... - they are quite happy to submit to them and enjoy

not having to assume r~spDnsibiltPY for their own actions.

An extreme of this type Nould be.neurotic,. gaining his

identity from othel"sand being unable to function Hithout

the approval of others. This type is found in all strata

and in all elements of life with the possible exception of

leaders.

This dependency on other people is. repressed to

re-emerge 8.S conformity and, accordingly, a.cceptable

behaviour. Their intent, therefore, is to maintain this

role as cohformists and "worthy" members of society. They

are parti cularly. sus ceptible, then, to societal pressures

(or what they perceive as societal pressures). It 090 .Persons

low in self=esteem have been found to be more prone to yield
11

to social influence than those high in self-esteem. tl

Being relatively apathetic, the indiVidual of this

type would be defined as haVing mainly medium or low scores

on the personality dimensions. Unwillingness to make

decisions vlOuld result ·in 1m-vol' medium scores for both

political sensitiVity and issue involvement: sometimes
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individuals of this type do express opinions -- they simply

are not his ovm. The dependent individual vlOuld score medium

on political concern because he would have a desire to

confo:rm to 1rlhathe perceives as the norm -- to be concerned

about the political process. Similarly, there viould be a

limited -amount (medium) of political efficacy exhibited by

such people because the3T Nould play only a small role in

the political process. Complacency would result in a medium

score in political incapability and cynicism (this type is

not cynical about the political process but neither is he

particularly optimistic about it; nor does he feel-a bond

1'lith it). This type \'iould score Iowan the personal

efficacy scale because any action he took would be group

a.ction. The score on traditionalism would depend a great

deal on the- nature of the peer group with whIch the indtvid

ual associates so that it could be high, medium, or low.

Personal competence l'lould be scored lawaI' medium as

indicative of its function as an element in the notion of

self-esteem, Trust in people would be high since to view

people irt any other light would be a source of real anxiety

to an individual of this types

We expect the dependent individual to be highly

exposed to the media which serve as external sources of

authority and opinion-formation agencies. He will probably

be most influenced by television because it is the most
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personal of all the media and h~s less scope for complex

explanation (l>[hioh this type avoids) than do magazines or

even nel"mpapers; the latter may be the second source of

information because it is possible to read merely headlines

or to If skim" stories @ Of a.ll the types, this one "l'li 11 be

most likely"to change his opinions or to be influenced in

his behaviour by the exposure to the media:

The uninvolved momber of the electorate
is • • • the most likely to change his
views. He is more likely to shift away
from his sociologically l natural' positions
~etween elections i when the pressure is
off and to shift back again when campaign
pressure mounts and his political align
ments are again brought into focus • • •
He is • • • more at the morcy of social
pressures because of the lack of inner
convictions to give h:1.:fJl a steady orienta- 12
tion in the face of conflicting influence.

Among those who feel trtat speaking with other people is

their source of most information 9 this type will like~y

be in the majority.

When this individual votes, he is most likely to

vote for conventional candidates. Unless he is urged,

however, he may not even register, let alone vote. The

major concern tp the dependent is the candidate rather

than the issues since he 1s able to relate more easily to

people than to impersonal issues.

iii) Social or Inte~ated_Type

The thlrd ty-pe is the only "positive" type of the
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three. The term "integrated" is used aptly because of the

success such an individual has in integrating the external

world with his internal perceptions of his reality. Unlike

the alienated individual who fights his environment and

projects his own feelings of inadequacy and fear and the

~causes of his own failure onto external obje cts, and unlike

the dependent type vlho, unable to cope wi thchal1ging

conditions, withdraws into his own world of safe tradition,

the social man tends to initiate change when he believes

it to be necessary and valuable to do so. 'i'lhereas the

radical (as opposed to reactionary) individual interprets

change in a destructive idiom in the light of utopian aims

and for its 01J,.'n sake, the social lli'3.n Nill v.rork "l'1"ithln the

system" • 'rna does not mean that he always ~~l?ts the I

existing order, but rather that he believes that change

can be accomplished best by modifying the system instead

of destroying it. He too has his ideals but he is able to

place them in a pragmatic perspective.

The social man is exactly what his name implies

active and tending to join organisations for pleasure as

well as for functlon~l reas6ns. He enjoys this inter

action with other people of different types and his attitudes

tm'lards his relationships re.sults in a mutual fulfillment

or satisfaction. He is continually learning, living, and

growing, both through his own actions and exper1~nces and

through interaction with other people.
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'J.1his type 1s optimistic both about his own

personal development apd-about the development of society

in general e This is not a blind optimism or a bland

"hoping for the best", but is based on his Dw'11 life styl~

and sense of reality and arises partially out of his

confidence in his o~m abilities to achieve change; it is

also a token of h1s faith in the ability of his environment

to tolerate modification or even a considerable amount of

change.

Like the alienated man, the integrated man

projects his O1'm perception of himself onto his environment·.

Confidence in hiillself becomes confidence in people and

eyents. Neve~ctheless, he is susceptible: "t'lhen he recog

nises the need for change, tries to achieve it, and

continually fails to do so, finding his way blocked

(perhaps by dependent types), he is likely to become the

alienated man of the left, radical and pragmatic in terms

of strategy. Then, rather than seeing strategy as means

and considering moral responsiblity for his actions a Vital

issue, he becomes concerned only with th~ end he wishes to

achieve, subjecting himse If to a "new" morali t Jr 0 But 1'18

are concerned here w'i th the undisillusioned social roan-.

Probably one of his most important traits is his

high level of self-esteem which enable hi~ to assume this

positive attitude towards both his environment and towards

other people. It also means that he can accept criticism
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in an intelligent manner rather than either feeling

threatened by it or accepting it 1'1ithout.thought.

He is also trusting of both people and government

(the latter perhaps less so than the former). a~though

he can beolJjectively critical of the same.. This type

of individual formulates opinions on the basis of

"objective" information gathered from various sources;

these opinions are firmly held and are unlikely to change

significantly except on the basis of new cognitive

information o

Despite his enjoyme~t of and participation in

group activity, he is also able to act independently and

to oppose his groups' norms 1'l11en he considers it necessary.

Lane characterises this type 1n these terms: he

has a sense of social responsibility and accepts the

consequenc~s of his mm behaViour; accordingly, he is

also dependable and trustworthy, has a sense of group
13

obligation (loyalty) hand is self-disciplined.

It is this type which initiates new methods and

approaches and of the three is the one most capable of

abstract thought. In the extreme type (in the disillusioned

social man), abstraction becomes paramount and there is

~ittle thought given to the implementation of plans and

ideas.

Again, this type is found on all levels of society
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higher income groups sinca these people would have had

favourable experience \qi th their environment to a greater

degree than the low~r status groups.

Because of his general concern and interest in

many fields, a member of this group would score high on

political sensitiVity and issue involvement. His

confidence in his own abilities would be reflected in a

high personal competence score a However, he is also realistic

and will not usually overrate himself nor his enVironment;

accol'dingly, he would score either medium or high on the

political efficacy and personal efficacy dimensions and

medium or Iowan the incapability and cyntcism scales. His

score on the political conrern dimension would be either

high or medium, probably the former, since he interprets

the political process as haVing value for him as an individ

ual. His lack of adherence to the status quo YlOuld result

in a low score on the traditionalism scale.

This type is the most likely of the three to

vote consistently, generl;tlly for conventional "liberal"

candidates, and to have a high rate of participation

generally in political affairs, If he intended to vote

and did 110t, it is probably for a i1 good" reason. On the

other hand, he may rationally choose not to vote if he

considers the candidates unsultablB o
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He sees the media as sources of information,

particularly the.newspapers and magazines. There may be

some change or influence evidenced in this type's attitudes

and behaviour because of the information aspect, but

generally little change 1s expected.

* * * * ** * *

1. Grambs,"The Self-Concept: Basis for Reeducation
of Negro Youth" in ~~gr9 Self-CongePt..L..-lJEll}-i_cattQ.lli?.
f...QT S~....§nd Cll.tzGnsDill edt ted by Kvaraoeus, p. 12.

5. See de Grazia, The polill,~ C0l!!JPllll.c\..tx: A st12dL2f.
Anomie, ehe.pter 1 for a discussion of the role belief
systems play and the problems which result when an
indiVidual has conflicting systems.

6. Becker, 01]_tside rs, po J.

8.· Llnton and Graham, "Personality Correlates of
Persuasibility" in 'pe.l.':§...onalllLand P~..r.8ufl.slbllit..Y.

edited by Hovland and Janis, p. 98.

9. Cohen, ilSome Implications of Self-Esteem for Social
Influence" in illd., p. 10).

10. Linton and. Graham, £P~ ,£t!., p. 95.

13. Ibid., p. 160.
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IN CONCLUSION '_ ...A-.R~HSONAk1;10!§.

This thesis has attempted to create a model

\'lhich would serve as an approach to the study of personality

as an intervening variable acting between media 'exposure

and political attitudes and behaviour. Indirectly, it

has dra~m on theqriesof attitude change, particularly

learning theory and the consistency principle (dissonance

reduction) 0 Rather than presenting a theoretical position

without an empirical foundation, an effort to establish a

link Hi th the "real vlorld" I,ms made by employing specific,

data as a basis for the concepts discussed and for a

suggested methodological procedure. The next step is

obViously to carry out such a procedure either by employing

the data suggested here or other data specifically collected

for the purpose of application within the same basic schema.

The most personally satisfying aspect of writing

the thesis is to be found in the construction of the theory

and particularly in the construction of the personality types.

The latter appears to be an innovation in the field of media

i!1.fluence since preVious studies have tended to concentrate

on one elem~nt of the personality rather than to consider the

sum of various clements'. Future exploration along this line

127.
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may require more elaboration of the types but those

presented here provide an adequate foundation for such

considerations.

I1y research in the relevant areas has helped in

"the formulation of a moie definite perception of the

whole concept of environmental influence, as represented

specifically by the media, and provides the impetus for

rurther thought in the area. What are the implications

of understanding the potential of media influence? If the

media are part of the environment, then they maybe used

to challge perceptions of the environment either in the

sense of improving interaction with the environment or by

ma.nipulating environmental perceptions in an lliifavourable

direction. This is not a new notion of media influence

but the consideration of the discussion of personality

environment interaction makes it an even more important one.

The aim of clarifying the vague notions which I

held was the impetus for writing the thesis and in that

aim, at least,"it has been successful one; any further

contribution it may have made has merely added to an already

personally satisfying process of developing intuitive

notions into empirically testable considerations.
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1. We're interested in this interview in finding out
whether people paid much attention to the election
calilpatgn this year. Take newspapers for instance
did you read about· the campaign an any ne1'iSpaper?
(IF YES) How much did you read newspaper articles
about the election --

1. none 3.
2. just once in a great while 4.

from time to time
regularly, often

2. How about radio -- did you listen to any programs
about the campaign on the radio? (IF YES) How many
programs about the campaign did you listen to on
the radio --

1. none
2. just one or two

3. several
4,. a good many

3. How about magazines -- did you read about the campaign
in any m~gazines? (IF YES) How many magaZine articles
about the campaign i'fould you say you read --

4. How' about television ~- did you watch any programs
about the campaign on television? (IF YES) lIOVI many
television programs about the campaign would you say
you vmtched --

5. Do you read about politics pretty regUlarly in any
magazines?

1. No 4. Yes

6. (IF YES TO TWO OR MORE OF THE ABOVE) Of all these ways
of following the campaign, which one would you say you
got the most information from

1. nel'lSpapers
2. radio
3. television
1-1-. magazines

5. any combination
6. all four media equally
7. talking to other people
8. no exposure
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1. Age

1. 18-29
2. 30-44

2 9 Ed. twa t i on

1. none
2. primary school
3. some or graduated

high school

3. Occupation

1. professional and
technical, managers

2. clerical
)0 salesworkers

J. 45-64
4. 65 and over

4. technical school
5~ some college
6. college grad.uate

4 0 skilled labour
5. unskilled labour
6. farmers

/4. (Do you ever think of yourself as belonging to one
of these social classes: middle or working class)
(IF YES) Which one class?

,
/

I .

1" 1000J'er class
2. working class

J" middle class
4. upper class

5. About 'Nhat do you think your total income will be this
year for yourself and your immediate family?

1. under :~I+,999
2. $5~000 - 9,999

6. Sex

1. male

7. Race

1 e t'ih1 te
2. black

3. $10,000=14,999
4. ~15fOOO and over

2. female

3. other



APPEliQIL}r Que~iQ,ns measuring~Jol1-t.1pal B~havlour

1. So feras you know now, do you expect to vote in
November or not?

i. Yes
2. Depends

3. No

2. (IF PLANS TO VOTE) How do you think you will vote for
President in this election?

1. Democratic
2. Republican
3. Vlallace·

4. Other
5. undecided

3. In talking to people about the elction we find that
. a lot of people weren't able to vote because they
werenrt registered or they1vere sick or they just
didn't have time .. How about you, did you vote this
time or did something keep you from voting?

1. No 2. Yes

4. Who did you vote for in the election for President?

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. iiallace

4. Cleaver or Gregory
5. HcCarthy
6. other

5. HON' long before the election did you decide that you
were going to vote the 'Nay you did?

1. all along
2. before the conventions
3. at time of conventions

4. during campagin '
5. Johnson announced

bombing halt
6. election day

6 a (IF DIDN'T VOTE) What was the ffi9.in reason you didn't
vote in this election?

1. illness
2. not interested

3. not registered
4. too busy, etc.
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1~ Did you vote this time, or did something keep you
from voting?

1 ~ No 2. Yes

2. During the campaign did you talk to any people and
try to show them why they should vote for one of the
parties or candidates?

3. Did you go to any polltical meetings, rallies, dinners,
or things like that?

4. Did you do any other Nork for one of the parties or
candidates?

5. Did you \i;ear a campaign butt 011 or put a campaign
sticker on your car?

6. Do you belong to any political club or organization?
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i) 9iv1l l1~p;hts

1. In the past fe1'l years Vie have heard a lot about civil
rights groups working to improve the position of the
Negro in this country. How much real change do you
think there has been in the position of the Negro in
the past few years:

1. not much at all
2. some

3. a lot
4. don't know

2. Some say that the civil rights people have been trying
to push
enough.
leaders
sloi'J"ly,

too fast. Others feel they haven't pushed fast
How about you: do you think that civil rights

are trying to push too fast, are going too 
or are they moving about the right speed?

1. too fast
2. about right

3. too sloHly
4. DK

3. During the past year or so, would you say that most
. of the actions Negroes have taken to gOat the things
they want have been violent, or have most of these
actions been peaceful?

/
i

I

I '

1. most violent
2. depends

3. most peaceful
4. DK

4. Do you think the actions Negroes have taken, have, on
the whole, helped their cause, or on the whole have
hurt their cause?

1. most hurt
2. depends'

3. most helped
4. DK

1. How much attention have you been paying to what is
going on in Vietnam?

1. a good deal
2. some

3. not much
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2. Do you think we did the right thing in getting into the
fighting in Vietnam or should we have stayed out?

1. did right thing
2. depends

3. should have stayed
out

4. DK

3. Which of the following do you think we should do now
in Vietnam?

1.
2~

Pullout of Vietnam entirely 3.
Keep our soldiers in Vietnam
but try to end the fighting

Take a stronger
stand even if it
means invading
North Vietnam

iii) Position on Protest Tactics

1. How about taking part in protest meetings or marches
that are permitted by the local authorities? I']ould
you approve of doing that, disapprove, or would it
depend on the clreumstanc8s?

1. disapprove
2. depends

·3. approve /

2. How about refusing to obey a law which one thinks is
unjust, if the person feels so strongly about it that
he is willing to go to jail rather than obey the law.

3. Suppose all other methods failAd RnQ the person decides
to try to stop the government frow going about its
usual business with Sit-ins, mass meetings, demonstrations,
and things like that?
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APPENDIX 5~ KersoDa~iyy Dimension Scales

i) Politic~1..Sensitivity

1. Which party do you think is more likely to want the
federal goVeTIlment to help local communi ties provide
education for our children?

1. no difference
2. Hallace 1vould do Hhat I 1"Jant

3e Democrats or
Republicans

2. Which party do you think is more likely to favor a
stronger government in 1/lashingt on, 01"; 1vouldtJ.' t there
be any difference between them on this?

3. Which party do you think is more likely to want the
government to help in getting doctors and medical. care
at ION cost?

4. Which party do you think is more likely to favor the I
government seeing to it that each person has a job and
good standard of living?

5. Which party do you think is more likely to want the
p.;overnment to se~ to it that Negroes get fair treatment
in jobs?" "

6. Hhich party do you think is more likely. to want the
government to see to it that the white and Negro chlldren
go to the same schools?

7. Which party do you think is more likely to favor the
government supporting the right of Negroes to "go to
any hotel or restaurant?

Have you been interested enough (in each of the following
issues) to favor one side over the other?

1. Some people think the government in Washington should
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see to it that every person has a job and a good
standard of livlng e Others think that the government
should just let each person get ahead on his ovm.

1. no interest 2, interested

2. Some people feel that if Negroes are not getting
fair treatment in jobs, the government in Hashington
should see to it that they do. Others feel that this
is not the federal government's business.

3. Some people say that the government in Hashlngton
should see to it that Nhite and Negro children are
allowed to go to the saDe schools, Others claim this
is not the government's business,

As you may knol'T J Congress passed a bill that says
that Negroes should have the right to go to any hotel
or restaurant they can afford, just like anybody else,
Some people feel that this is something the govenlment
in 'tlashington should support. Others feel that the
government should stay out of this matter.

1. Generally speaking, would you say that you personally
care a good deal which party wins the presidential'
election this fall 01' that you don't- care very much
i'J'hich party ';Idns?

1, don't care
2. depends

3. oare

2, In the eleotions for President since you have been
old enough to vote, would you say that you have voted in

1. none of them
2. s Gille of them

3. all or most of them

J. Some people don't pay much attention to the political
campaigns =~ how about you 1 would you say that you have
been (interested) in following the political campaigns
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so far this year?

1, not much interested
2. somewhat interested

l~. Respondent's co-operat ion \'las s

1. poor or very poor
2. fair

3•. very ID1.wh
interested

3. good or very
good

5. Respondent's general interest in politics and public
affairs seemed:

1. very or fairly low
2. average

3. very or fairly
high

6. Respondent's general level of information about
politics and public affairs seemed:

1. People like me don't have any say about what the
government does,

/
i

1. agree 2. disagree

2, Voting is the only way that people like me can have
any say about hO\ll the government runs things.

3. Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated
that a person like me can't really understand what's
going on.

l.j,. I don't think publtc officials care much vlhat people
like me think.

5. Generally speaking, those we elect to Congress 1n
\'Jashington lose touch 1:rith the people pretty qUickl;yr.

I
!
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6. The country would be better off if we just stayed at
home anddjd not concern ourselves with problems in
other parts of the. world.

7.. Parties are only interested in people's votes but
not in their opinions.

1. Do you think that people in the gOVG1"nment 'l'laste a
lot of money "fa pay in taxes, waste some of it, or
don't waste very much of it?

1. not much
2. some

3. a lot

2. viould you say that the government, is pretty much run
by a few big interests looking out for themselves at
that it is run for the benefit of all'the people? .

1. for benefit of all 30 big interests

30 HON much of the time do you think you can trust the,
government in \iJ'ashington to do '\\That· 1s right?

1. always/most of the time
2. some of the time

3. none of the time'

4 0 Do you feel that almost all of the people running the
government are smart people who usually know what they
are doing, or do you think that quite a lot of them
don t t seem to kno't'V what they are doing?

1. know what they are doing 3. don't know what
they are doing

5. Do you think that quite a few of the people running
the government are a littla crooked, not very w~ny are,
or do yon think hardly any of them are crooked at all?

1. hardly any
2. not many

3~ quite a lot
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vi) politic~fic.§gX·

1. Some people seem to follow what's goi.ng on in government
and public affairs most of the time, whether there's an
election going on or not. Oth~rs aren't that interested.
Would you say you follow what's going on in government
and public affairs:

1 conly 1101v and then/
hardly at all

2. some of the time .

3. most of the
time

2. Over the years, how much attention do you feel the
government pays to what people think when it decides
l'lhat to do?

1. not much
2. some

3. a good deal

3. Uow much do You fAel that political parties help'to
make the government pay attention to what the public
think when it decides what to do?

I
I

And how much do you feel that ha.ving elections makes I

the government pay attention to i<rhat the public thinl!;
when it decides what to do?

h..-re rs ona1

1. Have you ever written to any public official giving
tpem your opinion about something t~~t should be done?

1. No 3. Yes

2. Have you ever written to the editor of a newspaper or
magazine giVing any political opinion?

3. Suppose a law were being considered by your city
government that you. con8ide1'0d very unjust or harmfUl.
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What do you think you could do about it?

1. take no action
2. take group action

3. take individual
action

4. Suppose a law ~ere being considered by the Congress
in 'tlashington that you considered very unjust or 'harm
ful~ What do you think you could do about it?

i1) ~ditionalism

1. Would you say you go to church:

1. seldom or never
2. often

3~ regularly

2. Here are four statements about the Bible and rtd like
you to tell me which is closest to your ovm view?

/ .

it.

2,

The Bible was written by men who lived so long
ago that it is itiOrtJ-:1 very little today.

The Bible was viritten by men inspired by God
but it contains some human errors. or The
Bible is a good book because it vJas written
b;)r wise men, but God had nothing to do with

I
;

!

The Bible is God's Word and all it says is true.

1. Do you think it's better to plan your life a good
way ahead, or would you say life is too much a matter
of luck to plan ahead very far?

1. too much luck
2. depends

3. plan ahead

2. When you do make plans ahead od you usually get to
carry out things the way you expected, or do things
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1. have to change plans
2. depends

). things work
out

3. Have you usually felt pretty sure your life Hould
l'iork ou.t the way you 1'Tant it to f or have there been
times when you haven't been sure about it?

1 9 unsure
2 9 (tepends

3. pretty sure

4~. Some 'people feel they can run their 11ves pretty
much thai-laY they 1'.Tant to; others feel the problems
of life are sometimes tOD big -for them. i<lhich one
are you most like?

1. problems too big
2. depends

J. can run own
life

5. In general~ hm1 satisfying do you find the way you're
spending your life these days? Would you call it

1. not very satisfying
2. pretty satisfying

J" completely
satlsfylng-

1. Generally speaking~ would you say that most people
can be trusted or that you oan't be too careful in
dealing with people?

1, can't be too careful 2. most people can
be trusted

2. Would you say that most of the time people try to be
helpful or that they are mostly just looking out for
themselves?

1. just look out for
themselves

2. try to be
helpfUl



3•. Do you think most people would try to take advantage
of you if they got a chance or Nould they try to be
fair?

1. would take advantage
of you

2. would try to
be fair

The following typology summarises the positions of each

type on each dimension:

---~-----_._-_.,..~_.~-----------~. _.~---

Dimension Alienated Dependent Integrated

---...,.~----~_.....~------~-~--"-------------------

political sensitivity 101\T/medium lov.)'/medi um high

issue involvement 1 O1'l/med i urn low/mediulll high
1

political concern 1 OIlT/med i urn medium medium/high

political incapability high medium medium/low

political cynicism high medium medi um/lovl

political efficacy low medium medium/high

personal efficacy low lovdmedium medium/high

traditionalism high/low' medium low

personal competence low lO1'iT/medium high

trust in people laVor medium high
-...~.....,.
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